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EDITORIAL

21ST CENTURY BURNS

� Letters and
contributions
(which we may
edit) are
welcome and
should be sent
to the editor –
contact details
alongside.

January 2009 sees the 250th
anniversary of the birth of
Robert Burns. To mark this

occasion Perspectives is pleased to
print three articles assessing the
great man and his works and their
continuing relevance to the
Scotland of today.
Isobel Lindsay’s contribution

discusses not just the man but the
significance of the three, or per-
haps four, core values she detects
in Burns, and wonders how much
these will figure in the presenta-
tion of the bard to visitors to
Scotland in this Homecoming
year. Jenni Calder’s piece situates
Burns’s writings in the context of
the changes taking place in
Scotland that he saw while travel-
ling round the country, and Pauline
Anne Gray tackles the thorny sub-
ject of Burns and sexuality.
In addition Donny O’Rourke has

kindly provided us with the poem
he wrote as a riposte to Jeremy
Paxman’s highly publicised view,
last year, that Burns’s poetry is dog-
gerel. We should also acknowledge
Alasdair Gray for his cover illustra-
tion (and also for that of Hugh
MacDiarmid on page 12) commis-
sioned for Democratic Left
Scotland’s Burns supper this year.
Incidentally, Alasdair crops up again
in the Hat’s Diary (see page 31).

Also contained in this bumper
issue is plenty of political fare:
Doug Bain writes on some practi-
cal issues for discussion following
from our last issue on the financial
crisis (copies still available – see
below); David Purdy continues his
series of Keywords, this time tack-
ling “policy”; and on the interna-
tional front we have articles on
Italy by Derek Boothman and the
US’s new president by Owen
Dudley Edwards.
In addition there are two sub-

stantial reviews, one by Tom Nairn
(which repays two or even three
readings) on a new book on politi-
cal ideologies, while Willie
Thompson takes fellow historian
Niall Ferguson to task for his anal-
ysis of what he calls “History’s age
of hatred.”
Sean Feeny
Editor

CORRECTION
The cover of the our last (special)
issue, number 19, on the economic
crisis featured the letters HSBC on
the R of the word “rocks” on the
front cover graphic. This should of
course have read HBOS, given the
Scottish context of our magazine.
(I blame all these banks who insist
on having daft names/acronyms of
four letters starting with H – ed.)

radical feminist green

Next issue (21):
Available mid to late March

Last issue (19) (still available):
Special issue on the financial crisis
To subscribe please complete the form on the back cover. For back
issues contact Perspectives (details in box on left of this page).
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CONVENER’S COLUMN

Cease fire! Looking back many readers will have
started the year by participating in the actions to
oppose the Israeli state’s terrorising of the Gaza.

A history of persecution means that the abiding feel-
ing was horror rather than surprise. Whilst Israel’s
bombing may have halted, we now require to respond
to the humanitarian crisis. Providing medical aid,
showing solidarity and boycotting Israeli goods need
to become the habit of the many, not the few. But the
crisis is democratic as well as humanitarian.
Palestinian sovereignty has been cruelly played with
by a complicit “international community”. What is
the benefit of a British Labour Prime Minister if he, at
best, treats oppressor and oppressed as equals?
Sit in any shopping centre and you will see that

commerce continues whilst bombs keep falling.
Afghanistan, Iraq and Darfur are a long way from the
out-of-town “oases” or our depleted high streets. In
the teeth of economic crisis identity and security are
still advertised, with perverse timing, as attainable on
credit. In a response to the unknown, accumulating
cut price commodities has become endemic. Our
politicians appear indifferent to suggesting other
routes to happiness. Their distance from relative
poverty and a culture of defiance means that they
rarely speak the same language as the masses.
Tackling the banks and the complexities of finance

capital is perhaps not a simple task. But what is plain
is that Salmond and Brown both put growth before
the needs of people or planet. A third runway for
Heathrow and a second Forth road bridge are
responses located in the old thinking. The absence of
the bravery required to adequately address the envi-
ronmental and the economic appears partly driven by
the electoral cycles at Westminster and the electoral

arithmetic at Holyrood. But also, for both politicians,
the banks and business still appear to be more auto-
matic allies than workers, citizens and communities.
We have “ownership” of the banks but not control.
In Scotland we have had the promise of the nation-

al affording a different story. In changing circum-
stances this remains our right but the benefits now
require to be better spelt out. Our parliament was
won through popular participation in politics. We
need more than a conversation if we wish to forge
something that looks anything like sustainable
sovereignty. Cuba celebrates 50 years of independence
this year but that took a revolution.
Obama operates in a world that has only one super-

power: a recipe for instability? We need to learn more
about where China, India, Russia and Brazil are going
and we need to think again about our relationship to
Europe. New politics is increasingly local but it also
needs to be part of the international.
Responding to all of this is not easy; demonstrations

(if imaginative and open) can bring people together in
new ways. Communities of place, of identity, of faith
and of interest need to engaged alongside what
remains of the potency of class. Life is not a game
show. We need our political parties to understand that
the beer and circuses they provided us with are poi-
soned and pointless. Constant distraction leads to
ongoing political disenchantment. If our politicians
cannot see this, we will need to invent something new.
Something that will address the aspirations of each
individual but also recognise the needs and aspirations
of us all.

� Stuart Fairweather is convener of Democratic Left
Scotland.

HAPPY NEW YEAR?

We need our
political
parties to
understand
that the beer
and circuses
they
provided us
with are
poisoned
and
pointless.

Invasion of Gaza and financial crisis … Stuart Fairweather
assesses the political outlook for 2009. Need it all be doom
and gloom? It’s in our own hands.



People and politics
In Scotland, as in the rest of Britain, there is widespread disillusionment with politics.
The mainstream parties have lost touch with ordinary people and issues are trivialised
and distorted by the media.

We are continually told that “there is no alternative” to global capitalism. Yet this is
doing untold damage to our environment, our communities and the quality of our
lives, while millions of people remain poor and powerless because the market
dominates our society and we do too little to protect and empower them.

Democratic Left Scotland is a non-party political organisation that works for
progressive social change through activity in civil society – in community groups,
social movements and single-issue campaigns – seeking at all times to promote
discussion and alliances across the lines of party, position and identity.

Political parties remain important, but they need to reconnect with the citizens they
claim to represent, reject the copycat politics that stifles genuine debate and recognise

that no single group or standpoint holds all the answers to
the problems facing our society.

We are trying to develop a new kind of politics, one that
starts from popular activity – in workplaces, localities and
voluntary associations – and builds bridges to the world
of parties and government, on the one hand, and the
world of ideas and culture, on the other.

What does Democratic Left add?
Our approach to politics is radical, feminist and green.

Radical because we are concerned with the underlying,
structural causes of problems such as poverty, inequality,
violence and pollution and aspire towards an inclusive,
more equal society in which everyone is supported and
encouraged to play a full part, within a more just and
sustainable world.

Feminist because we seek to abolish the unequal
division of wealth, work and power between men and
women and to promote a better understanding of the
intimate connections between personal life and politics.

Green because we believe that our present system of
economic organisation is socially and environmentally
destructive, and that a more balanced relationship
between human activity and nature will be better for us,
for our descendants and for the other animal species with
whom we share the planet.

Who can join Democratic Left
Scotland?
Membership is open to anyone who shares our general
outlook and commitments. Whilst many of our members
are involved in a range of political parties, others are not.

Democratic Left Scotland
na Deamocrataich Chli an Alba

Joining and supporting
Democratic Left Scotland
I support the aims and values of Democratic Left
Scotland and have decided to join and/or to support the
organisation. (Please tick as appropriate)

� I wish to join Democratic Left Scotland

Please indicate the level of annual membership you
wish to pay (from £5 unwaged to £60 high waged)

� £5    � £12    � £24    � £36    � £48    � £60

� I wish to support DLS’s campaigns

Please indicate the amount you wish to donate

� £5    � £10    � £15    � £20    � £25

� Other £____________

Please indicate if your donation is

�monthly    � annual    � one-off

Payment

Payment for membership and/or support for our
campaigning work can be made either by cheque,
payable to Democratic Left Scotland, or banker’s order. If
neither method is suitable, please let our office know and
another arrangement can be made.

� I enclose a cheque to the value of £____________

� Please send me a banker’s order form

Name ............................................................................

Address .........................................................................

............................................. Postcode .........................

Telephone ......................................................................

E-mail ...........................................................................

Please return this form to Democratic Left Scotland,
10 Constitution Road, Dundee DD1 1LL

P20

There’smore
to
than
politics

parties
�
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RECLAIMING
THE ECONOMY
Democratic Left Scotland

(DLS) has set itself the task of
defining a “new politics”

adequate to meet the challenges of
the 21st century. This is a work-in-
progress and requires drawing into
the discussion a wide range of
Scottish opinion. However what
had until fairly recently been a rela-
tively leisurely undertaking has
now assumed a new urgency as we
come to terms with the most seri-
ous financial crash since the 1930s.
DLS, together with the Scottish Left
Review, are organising a number of
public events focusing on the econ-
omy. As well as attempting to arrive
at a clearer understanding of the
causes of the crisis, we will also be
trying to draw lessons upon which
to begin to articulate an alternative
political economy. The last issue of
Perspectives was given over to an
analysis of the crisis. We are now
planning a conference on the theme
of Reclaiming the Economy (details
to be announced) which will look
to the future and discuss what the
implications of the crisis are for our
“new politics” project. The aim of
this short article is to stimulate
debate in preparation for that
event. This a big subject so I have
adopted something of a “bullet-
point” coverage of what seem to
me to be some of the key issues.

THE CRISIS: WHO IS TO BLAME?
Millions of words have been
expended attempting to identify

the causes of the financial crash.
Overwhelmingly the focus is on
what and not who caused the
problem. Gordon Brown constant-
ly identifies – with a vague south-
westerly wave of his hand – dark
global forces over which he has no
control. The implication is that
periodic booms and slumps are
immutable economic laws. Alex
Salmond’s version at least intro-
duces human agency but points to
a rogue element of spivs and spec-
ulators who can mess up an other-
wise sound system. Usually the
two versions are combined: the
sub-prime bubble inadvertently
inflated by a gang of irresponsible
bankers and lenders.
The reality is somewhat differ-

ent. Creating and bursting asset
price bubbles is the bread and
butter of a financial system Peter
Gowan1 has called the New Wall
Street System (NWSS). Time and
again, a cartel of Wall Street banks
target a particular market, create a
price bubble, reap huge speculative
profits and then pull out leaving
chaos behind. The dot.com bubble
is a previous case in point as
indeed, to an extent, was the
recent hike in oil prices. The archi-
tects of the system, the Greenspan-
Rubin-Paulson trio, believed they
could manage such a system –
adroitly jumping from one tiger to
the next.
The financial features of NWSS

have been well rehearsed – partic-

ularly the “shadow” banking
system comprising investment
banks and hedge funds. And at the
heart of “shadow” banking are the
collateralised debt obligations
(CDOs) and the credit default
swaps (CDSs). A CDO is a large
bundle of securitised loans coming
from a wide range of sources
which are sold over the counter.
The buyer has only the vaguest
notion of how credit-worthy these
bundled loans are. A pyramid of
these over-the-counter derivatives
valued at around $10 to $12 tril-
lion has been piled up and has now
collapsed. It is the resulting black
hole of banking debt which lies at
the heart of the crisis.
But London is a crucial player in

NWSS. On a global scale in 2007,
the UK held 42% of derivatives as
opposed to 24% in the US. In
other words, London was the
US-appointed centre of the world
shadow banking system. Gordon
Brown is up to his ears in NWSS.
Indeed the much criticised
Financial Services Authority which
was supposed to regulate the
financial system was specifically
set up by Gordon Brown to in fact
manage NWSS. Bernard Madoff,
the pyramid fraudster, was fully
registered with the FSA. Gordon
Brown’s aim will be to weather
this storm, make some necessary
adjustments, but eventually put
NWSS back on its feet. At this very
moment, the stock exchanges in

Gordon
Brown
constantly
identifies …
dark global
forces over
which he has
no control.

Doug Bain sketches some of the issues that will
need to be discussed if we are to reclaim our economy
for a more people-centred approach.
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the US and UK will be planning
new bubbles – Larry Elliot2 pre-
dicts a new bubble to materialise in
the bond market.

RECLAIMING CONTROL OF THE
MACRO ECONOMY
Given that human decisions
brought about this crisis, then it
clearly follows that central to any
alternative vision of the economy
must be extending democratic
control over the macro economy.
Two propositions immediately
spring to mind.
1) Nationalisation of the bank-

ing system. What is clear, at the
time of writing, is that, despite vast
public funding of the banking
system and the slashing of interest
rates, the government is unable to
determine bank lending activity.
John McFall, Chair of the
Commons Treasury Committee, is
now calling for a state bank to be
established.3 We already have the
example of the Chinese model of a
state-owned, bank-centred finan-
cial system. The private banking
system, still loaded with £billions
of undisclosed debt, has failed us,
is undermining recovery and
should be replaced
2) Scotland must take full con-

trol of its own economy. The
British government will almost cer-
tainly continue to be part of the
problem rather than its solution.
Gordon Brown will be working
hard to restore the Anglo-Saxon
economic model – the lifting of the
ban on short-selling is a straw in
the wind. It is now urgent that
Scotland distances itself from the
British state and begins to map out
a new economic future for our
country. The crisis has cruelly
exposed how powerless our parlia-
ment is to address Scotland’s eco-
nomic crisis. We are unable even to
take a fairly simple decision to
build a new Forth Road bridge
without London’s agreement. One
of our main Scottish banks is
turned into a branch of Lloyds
without as much as a by-your-
leave. The Scottish Parliament
must take back full economic, fiscal
and monetary powers. This is part
of our aim of decentralising power.

MOVING BEYOND DEBT-FUELLED,
ENVIRONMENTALLY UNSUSTAIN -
ABLE CONSUMERISM
One of the social consequences of
NWSS is that the British people
are up to their eyes in debt.  Total
personal debt increased 10%
between November 2006 and
November 2007, or by £120 bil-
lion, to a total of £1.391 trillion.
Credit card debt last year
increased month on month by
£1.4 billion. In Scotland, the aver-
age household owes just under
£9,000 with 18% of people spend-
ing more than a quarter of their
earnings on debt repayment. It
doesn’t require a Lenin to tell us
“what is to be done”. We need to
clear the majority of our personal
debts and learn to live within our
means. Our consumption should
be financed from earnings and sav-
ings and not credit. But, unbeliev-
ably, what are we being urged to
do? Go out, borrow and spend
some more. Why? Is it in our best
interests? Is it environmentally sus-
tainable? Clearly not. But, we are
told, it is in the best interests of the
economy. It is hardly consistent for
the left to moralise about corrupt-
ing consumerism and then support
measures to perpetuate that same
system.
How we attempt to solve this

crisis will largely determine the
future direction of our economy.
We need to be clear that reflation
should not be based on credit
fuelled consumption but on
employment and earnings.
1) A New Green Deal. This con-

cept is very ably dealt with in our
special issue on the crisis by
Maggie Chapman4 of the Green
Party. In line with the above, the
focus is on promoting manufactur-
ing industry and raising skill and
earnings levels with immediate
attention being given to home
insulation – both the retro-fitting
of old buildings as well redesigning
new one – and expanding the
renewables industry. We should be
investing in our agricultural econ-
omy to increase self-sufficiency in
food. A New Green Deal has to be
a central plank in Scotland’s recov-
ery programme.

THE RIGHT NOT TO WORK:
A CITIZEN’S INCOME
New Labour have a very narrowly
conceived view of what constitutes
the economy: unless we are in paid
employment, we are labelled a
burden to society. Our aim is to
develop a new political economy
which recognises that the caring
and reproductive sectors of society
are every bit as essential to our
economy as the paid workforce. A
life balance encompassing leisure
and culture, family life, child-rear-
ing and voluntary work must
replace the negative economism of
government thinking.
We support the introduction of

a Citizen’s Income, paid as of right
to every citizen from birth to death
which would largely replace the
present stigmatising social security
and benefit system. A major blow
would also be struck against the
twilight economy characterised by
low pay, long hours, part-time
working and job insecurity.
Pressure would be reduced on par-
ents to get back into paid employ-
ment. Space does not allow a fuller
treatment of this revolutionary
concept.

DEMOCRATISING INDUSTRY
Central to the “new politics” is the
concept of subsidiarity, i.e. that
every function should be per-
formed at the lowest level
 consistent with competent admin-
istration. In this regard we move
decisively beyond the paternalis-
tic, centralist, statism of the social
democratic settlement of the post-
war years. Local and regional are
the other side of the global coin.
In championing the local as
against the central, we are moving
with the grain. Big is no longer
beautiful. The Fordist economic
model characterised by large com-
panies engaged in mass produc-
tion of standardised goods
produced by an alienated, mainly
unskilled or semi-skilled work-
force and controlled by a rigidly
hierarchical management struc-
ture is giving way to small and
medium sized companies develop-
ing “flexible specialisation” which
allows for rapid “just in time”

RECLAIMING THE ECONOMY

We need to
clear the
majority of
our personal
debts and
learn to live
within our
means.
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modification of products to meet
local and changing demands, a
flatter management structure, a
multi-skilled workforce actively
involved in the production pro-
cess with a financial stake in the
company. Some of the characteris-
tics of a localised model might
include:
� Companies which are locally

owned and embedded in a
local economy;

� Investment flowing from local
or regional investment banks
and industrial credit unions
offering local people an alter-
native and more meaningful
savings/investment option to
RBS type banking systems;

� Industrial districts providing a
range of collective services,
training facilities, research and
innovation, local sources of
finance and so on.

� A new version of our old friend
the 1977 Bullock Report out-
lining a democratic structure
for all companies above a cer-
tain size. Paul Hirst5 suggests:
– A management board com-
prising an equal number of
shareholders, employee reps
and community reps;

– A Works Council directly
representing all employees;

– Single employee status, i.e.
the same holidays and con-
ditions for all workers;

– Similar rights for part-time
workers working 16 hours
plus for more than 2 years;

– New share issues and merg-
ers requiring 60% agree-
ment of the management
board;

– Recognition of trade
unions;

– An Employee Share
Ownership Scheme to be
instituted for all workers
(e.g. John Lewis’s).

TACKLING THE GLOBAL
How do small nations survive and
prosper in what is now a global
economy? How are the activities
of powerful multinational compa-
nies to be controlled?
1) A world of “blocs”. Sheila

Dow, also writing in the last issue

of Perspectives, argues that the
days of independent, national cur-
rencies are coming to an end. We
are moving from a G8 to a G20
world where power will be more
evenly spread between a number
of economic blocs. Bank regula-
tion systems are likely to evolve
within and across these blocs – for
example in the manner of the
European Central Bank. Some
implications:
� Sheila argues that there is now

an unanswerable case for a
World Central Bank with
exchange rates fixed between
these blocs. The bank would
issue a form of exchange
money – the “bancor” – which
would be used instead of the
dollar to settle all international
payments. This would stabilise
global financial markets.
2) There is now an unanswer-

able case for the UK joining the
euro and integrating more fully
into the European system. Such a
move could go a long way in
breaking London’s association
with NWSS.
3) Bringing the multinationals

to heel. As I write, it is announced
that the multinational firm, Dell, is
pulling out of Ireland and re-locat-
ing in Poland thus reducing
Ireland’s GDP by 5% in one fell
swoop. And there is absolutely
nothing the Irish government or
the thousands of Dell employees
can do about it. These companies
owe loyalty to no-one and
“belong” nowhere. Some
thoughts:
� There is a strong case for forc-

ing decentralisation on compa-
nies like Dell. When Dell
located in Ireland, it should
then have become, in part, an
Irish company, answerable to
the Irish government and
people;

� Industries which are vital to
the national interest – such as
energy and pharmaceuticals –
should be brought into public
ownership;

� The EU’s anti-trust regulation
body should be strengthened.
In January of last year they
raided the offices of four

multi-national pharmaceutical
companies and found docu-
mentation regarding their
cartel activities lying on the
desks.
4) Honouring Mexico 2002.

The financial crash has and will
have damaging consequences for
the developing world. The 2002
Mexico summit pledged all
nations to deploy 0.7% of GNP in
development assistance – but this
decision has not been implement-
ed. The priorities of the existing
World Bank should be refocused
to create fairer trading relation-
ships in line with the Aid for Trade
millennium targets.
5) Copenhagen 2009. Current

estimates6 provide an increasingly
pessimistic picture of global warm-
ing prospects. Restricting warming
to +2°C now looks to be a lost
cause; on current form, a catas-
trophic 4°C increase is looking the
most likely outcome. The
Stockholm Network, however,
maintains that it is still possible to
limit warming to 3°C and calls on
the Copenhagen summit later this
year to agree tough Kyoto Plus tar-
gets. Scotland’s agreed aim of an
80% reduction in emissions by
2050 – which includes shipping
and aviation – must be fully imple-
mented.

� Doug Bain is a member of
Democratic Left Scotland’s nation-
al council.
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KEYWORDS:

POLICY

We speak of policy mainly
in connection with gov-
ernment and public

affairs. The word is found in other
settings, but not as a central term.
Business firms tend to use words
such as strategy, mission or plan to
describe their direction and
course. They may have policies in
areas such as environmental pro-
tection or equal opportunities, but
these are usually adopted in
response to legislation mandating
certain standards or procedures,
and are peripheral to the business
of making a profit. The same
applies to non-commercial, non-
government organisations. The
Church, for example, pursues an
ethical investment policy because
it needs to be seen to practise what
it preaches.
Within the domain of govern-

ment, the word “policy” is used in
various ways, by both analysts and
practitioners, and has no single,
undisputed meaning. It might per-
haps be agreed that policies are of
wider application than decisions,
but of lesser scope than values or
principles; and that the concept of
policy contains some idea of pur-
poseful action in pursuit of objec-
tives or goals, stated or implicit.
But beyond these very basic points,
views diverge. Policies are some-
times thought of as choices made
by authorised individuals or bodies
– ministers or executive commit-
tees, for example – to be put into

effect by the organisations over
which they preside. On this view,
policymakers form a readily iden-
tifiable group and policy-making
consists of enumerating options,
assessing the likely consequences
of each one and deciding which is
best in the light of whatever the
organisation values most.
But is this really how policies

emerge? Not according to studies
of policy-making or, indeed, the
testimony of high office-holders
themselves, who invariably stress
their limited room for manoeuvre,
the fog of uncertainty that
envelops the future and the need
to anticipate the reactions of other
stakeholders. The top-down,
rational choice model offers, at
best, a highly idealised account of
how decisions are made. The alter-
native is to think of policy-making
as an interactive process, flowing
up as well as down the organisa-
tional hierarchy, and spilling
across organisational boundaries
to involve a variety of participants
with different, and often conflict-
ing, interests in the issues at stake,
and with varying degrees of influ-
ence over the outcome.

POLICY AND POLITICS FROM
MACHIAVELLI TO GROUCHO MARX
The words “politics”, “policy”,
“polity” and “police” all derive
from polis, the city-state of ancient
Greece, and when “policy” first
emerged in English in the six-

teenth century, it referred to the
whole system of government, as in
Sir Thomas Smith (1565), The
Manner of Government or Policie
of the Realm of England. But usage
soon changed as English speakers
became familiar with the ideas of
Niccolò Machiavelli, whose best
known work, The Prince, was
regarded as the bible of
Realpolitik. This treatise on the art
of winning or retaining state
power was written in 1514, but
the first English translation did
not appear until 1640. By then,
Machiavelli was generally identi-
fied with Satan and the term
“policy” was synonymous with
statecraft, understood as a form of
rational cunning. This need not
have sinister overtones: we dignify
leaders who display sagacity and
prudence by calling them states-
men. But it was the dark side of
politics that impressed itself on
the Elizabethan and Jacobean
mind, and “Machiavellian” is still
a byword for deception and
duplicity, though the Florentine
thinker himself claimed simply to
be speaking the truth about
power.
Shakespeare contrasts policy

with compassion or conscience. In
Richard II (Act V, Scene 1), for
instance, when the wife of the
deposed king pleads that her hus-
band be allowed to accompany her
into exile in France, rather than
being imprisoned in Pomfret
Castle (where he is later mur-
dered), the Earl of
Northumberland, a henchman of
Henry Bolingbroke (subsequently
Henry IV) replies coolly: “That
were some love, but little policy.”
Similarly, in Timon of Athens (Act
III, Scene 2), a stranger, noting
how Timon’s former protégés
have deserted him in his hour of
need, observes: “Men must learn
now with pity to dispense; / For
policy sits above conscience.” And
the bard’s opinion of policy practi-
tioners can be gauged from the
words of King Lear (Act IV, Scene
6), who enjoins the blinded
Gloucester: “Get thee glass eyes; /
And, like a scurvy politician, seem
/ To see the things thou dost not.”

Machiavelli
was
generally
identified
with Satan
and the term
“policy” was
synonymous
with
statecraft,
understood
as a form of
rational
cunning.

David Purdy adds another to his
collection of keywords …
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Since Shakespeare’s day, the
words “politics” and “policy” have
come apart. Politics remains a
rough old trade and most of us still
regard those who ply it with suspi-
cion. The Daily Mirror (28
February 1983), for example,
described Michael Foot, then
Labour leader, as “a good man
fallen among politicians.” The
word “policy”, on the other hand,
has acquired a less tarnished, more
elevated sense. Thus, when party
spokesmen claim to have a policy
for dealing with some problem,
what normally follows is a rea-
soned argument, perhaps deliv-
ered with passion and eloquence,
setting out both an understanding
of the problem and a solution to it.
Indeed, policy discourse has
become the principal means by
which governments and parties
engage with the electorate.
Politicians may be mistrusted, but
they are expected to have policies
to push just as salesmen are
expected to have goods to sell.
“Those are my principles,”
declared Groucho Marx, “and if
you don’t like them, I’ve got
plenty more.”

ANGLO-SAXON ATTITUDES
Before analysing the concept of
policy more closely, it is worth
noting that the distinction made in
English between policy and poli-
tics is not replicated in other
European languages. French,
German, Italian and Spanish get by
with only one word where English
has two, making it difficult to
translate a term such as “policy-
makers”, when it refers to all who
play some part in the political pro-
cess – including, say, media
moguls, captains of industry, mas-
ters of finance and senior civil ser-
vants, not just government
ministers. This linguistic differ-
ence reflects divergent state tradi-
tions. Professional politicians are
no more honoured in France than
their counterparts in Britain and
the US, but the concept of the
public interest is more securely
implanted in French political cul-
ture. The French revolution broke
the power of the landed aristocra-

cy, overturned the monarchy and
established a republic, but it pre-
served and strengthened belief in
the state – l’État with a capital
letter – as the embodiment of high
public purpose. In the Anglo-
Saxon countries, the state – lower
case – may be essential to fighting
crime, alleviating poverty or rescu-
ing failed banks, but the prevailing
view for most of the past two hun-
dred years is summed up in the
maxim: that government is best
which governs least.

THE ELEMENTS OF POLICY
Policies combine the attributes of
authority, expertise and order. A
proposed course of action does
not qualify as a policy until
endorsed by the relevant authority
– the Cabinet, Board of Directors,
Security Council, as the case may
be. Authorised decision-makers
may, in fact, have little to do with
designing policy, but it draws on
their constitutional powers, moral
legitimacy and public standing.
This is why subordinates and lob-
byists spend so much time seeking
to attract their attention and
secure their support.
Policies bring the power of

organisation to bear on some par-
ticular problem and thus require
knowledge, both of the relevant
area – transport, health, policing
etc. – and of what might be done
to tackle the problem. From this
point of view, policy-making is an
exercise in skilled problem-solv-
ing.
Policy implies system and con-

sistency. It is not arbitrary or capri-
cious, but invokes general
principles applying to all cases that
fall under the relevant rubric. In
this sense, policy seeks to create
order. It limits the discretion of
officials and, at the same time,
frees them from the need to make
choices. There remains, of course,
the problem of ensuring consisten-
cy across different branches of
government and areas of policy.
Efforts by the health department
to curb binge-drinking will be
undermined if the finance and
commerce departments, bowing to
pressure from brewers, distillers

and retailers, take no action to
raise the price or restrict the avail-
ability of alcohol.
These three elements sometimes

work against each other. For
example, criminologists know
from research that taking a tough
line on crime is not very effective
in reducing it (expertise). But
politicians may think the elec-
torate favours a repressive stance
and may be more interested in
votes than in evidence (authority).
Similarly, a minister’s insistence on
having the last word (authority)
may jeopardise the understandings
his department has built up with
other stakeholders (order).

THE POLICY-MAKING PROCESS
If we reject the rational choice
model and think of policy-making
as a social process, the important
questions are: Who participates,
on what basis and to what effect?
The most obvious basis for partici-
pation is authority. Ministers are
there by right: others have to
establish their right to be there and
are expected to defer to ministers,
who have the last word. They
rarely have the “first word”, how-
ever. Issues are usually around for
some time before they reach the
minister, and nowadays most areas
of policy are regularly scrutinised,
studied and debated by policy
communities or networks, bring-
ing together researchers, journal-
ists and specialists of various kinds,
both inside and outside govern-
ment.
But policy-making is not just

about ensuring legitimacy and solv-
ing problems: it is also about creat-
ing and sustaining order. A policy
launched from the top of an organ-
isation is liable to disrupt the rou-
tines of those lower in the
hierarchy, who react by trying to
modify and adapt it so as to make
their jobs stable and predictable. In
addition, as noted earlier, policies
need to be co-ordinated across gov-
ernment departments and, if they
are to have any chance of working
effectively, need the intelligence
and approval of organised stake-
holders outside government, such
as employers, trade unions and

A policy
launched
from the top
of an
organisation
is liable to
disrupt the
routines of
those lower
in the
hierarchy…
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are posed, options explored, posi-
tions taken, alliances formed,
forces deployed, compromises
struck and relationships main-
tained, damaged or repaired, as
the case may be.
Of course, not all stakeholders

have a place at the table and not all
negotiators have equal power.
Moreover, power is not just a
matter of winning contests, but
also of winning by default,
whether because no challenge is
likely to succeed or because none
is even contemplated. In all these
respects, existing policy-making
arrangements leave much to be
desired. How such failures of
democracy can be remedied is a
question for another occasion.

Here it suffices to note that devel-
oping a system of government
which is free from ingrained bias,
vested interest and blinkered per-
ception is a long-term project –
much longer, certainly, than the
timescale assumed in most discus-
sions of policy, which rarely
extends beyond the next election.
In this sense, we might say, there is
more to politics than policy.

� David Purdy is a member of
Demcratic Left Scotland’s national
council.

NOTE
1.Pressman, J. and Wildavsky, A.
(1973) Implementation (Berkeley:
University of California Press)

professional associations, as well as
the consent or at least acquiescence
of unorganised groups such as
commuters, carers and sole traders.
Indeed, as a rule, the issue is not
who should be included, but who
must not be left out if the policy is
not to be frustrated. In practice,
therefore, the process of reaching
decisions and solving problems is
inseparable from the process of
resolving conflicts and negotiating
common ground on which partici-
pants can converge.

STAKEHOLDER DEMOCRACY
The conception of policy-making
as an ongoing process of interac-
tion between multiple stakehold-
ers helps to explain the persistent
and otherwise puzzling phe-
nomenon of “implementation fail-
ure”. With very few exceptions,
the results of policy diverge – often
widely – from the intentions of
policy architects. How is it, to
quote the subtitle of one classic
study, that “great expectations in
Washington are dashed in
Oakland”?1 In any particular case,
there may be various reasons: the
number of participants, the diver-
sity of objectives, ambiguities in
the policy, conflicts with other
policies, insufficient priority
assigned, inadequate resources
committed, target groups proved
hard to reach, measures did not
work as expected, attention shift-
ed to other problems, and so on.
But the general phenomenon is

only surprising if one sees policy-
making as a logical sequence of
stages: determining objectives,
choosing appropriate measures
(bearing in mind their relative
costs), implementing these mea-
sures, evaluating results and modi-
fying the policy. If, in fact, the
process involves recurrent negotia-
tion among participants who view
the world in different ways and
have both shared and conflicting
interests in the issues at stake, we
should not expect to find any close
correspondence between the
intentions of policy designers and
the actual course of events, but
rather an unfolding drama of col-
lective action in which questions

KEYWORDS: POLICY
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ow ironic that in this coming year the
Scottish Government and much of the tourist industry
are looking to Burns – he of the chronic, debilitating
poverty – to give the Scottish economy an uplift
through the Homecoming programme. This is just an
illustration of contradictions in that long relationship
between Scotland and Burns.
The sociological use of the word “myth” is as a

story (whether true or false is irrelevant) that trans-
mits ideas and values often through personal commu-
nication and from generation to generation. To
explore Burns and Scotland, we need to examine how
the Burns story has been used as one of Scotland’s
most central myths as well as what Burns conveyed in
his work about Scotland and his relationship to it,
what has been selected and manipulated from the
Burns story to serve assorted ends over the past two
centuries and to what ends is Burns currently being
used in Scotland?
Burns’s Scottish, international and radical identities

were comfortably integrated, although the latter had
to be tempered by the high risk it carried. For many
contemporary Scots these three facets reflect their
identity of choice today.

Burns’s commitment to his Scottish cultural and
political identity was clearly strong. Given that

he was very fluent in literary English and used it in
some of his poetry and his letters, it would probably
have been a better short-term career choice had he
chosen to write in this rather than Scots. But he chose
to write his principal work in Scots and did so as a
positive statement of cultural identity and regard for
the qualities of the language. Even by supposed admir-
ers he was attacked for this by one of the editors of his
work, James Currie, who wrote:
“The greater part of his earlier poems are written in

the dialect of his country, which is obscure, if not
unintelligible to Englishmen, and which, though
adheres more or less to the speech of almost every
Scotsman, all the polite and ambitious are now
endeavouring to banish from their tongues as well as
their writings. The use of it in composition naturally
therefore calls up ideas of vulgarity to the mind. …
Hence in approaching him, the first impression is per-
haps repulsive: there is an air of coarseness about him

which is with difficulty reconciled with our estab-
lished notions of poetical excellence.”1

This ambivalence or outright hostility to Scots lan-
guage was a telling reflection of the transitional (but
still bi-lingual) developments in middle and upper
class language in Scotland of the period, the shifting
view towards one in which Scots is an inferior, lower-
class language. In that context, Burns was making a
national cultural statement.

S imilarly, although there has since his death
been a scraping and scratching through his

work to seek evidence to the contrary, there is also a
strong political as well as cultural nationalism in Burns
but it is a political nationalism that is closely entwined
with radicalism. In a letter Burns argues:
“You know my national prejudices – I have often

read and admired the Spectator, Adventurer, Rambler,
and World, but still with certain regret that they were
so thoroughly and entirely English. – Alas! Have I
often said to myself, what are all the boasted advan-
tages which my country reaps from a certain Union,
that can counterbalance the annihilation of her inde-
pendence, and even her very Name …”2

Burns’s Scottish consciousness was entirely com-
fortable with the appreciation (which was mutual) of
the work of the leading English literary figures of the
time – Wordsworth, Shelley, Byron, Coleridge, Blake,
Mary Wollstonecraft – all coming, at least initially,
from a radical perspective. There was no sense in
which the promotion of Scots
language and identity created
any barriers to his regard
for English literary and
radical political figures or
their regard for him.
His Scottish conscious-

ness was also completely
compatible with his inter-
national political inter-
ests. Burns lived through
two of the most defining
political developments
in the modern
world. The
A m e r i c a n

H
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SCOTLAND AND BURNS

Given that he
was very
fluent in
literary
English …
it would
probably
have been a
better short-
term career
choice had he
chosen to
write in this
rather than
Scots.

Perspectives has commissioned three special articles to mark
the 250th anniversary of Robert Burns’s birth. Below Isobel
Lindsay looks at the historical, cultural and indeed political
significance of his works.
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Revolution was an inspirational event for radicals in
18th century Europe, offering the vision of a more
democratic and egalitarian society. In Ode for General
Washington’s Birthday, only posthumously published,
Burns links radical opposition in America with that in
England, Scotland and Ireland. The theme applying to
all is:

Dare injured nations form the great design,
To make detested tyrants bleed?

For Ireland:

Thy harp, Hibernia, let me take,
See gathering thousands, while I sing,
A broken chain, exulting bring
And dash it in a tyrant’s face.

For Scotland:

Thee, Caledonia, thy wild heaths among,
Fam’d for the martial deed, the heaven-taught song,
To thee, I turn with swimming eyes –
Where is that soul of Freedom fled?”

The French revolution which
followed offered the prospect of
a powerful momentum towards
radical change in other coun-
tries, not least in Britain. Burns
was not just a literary supporter
of this but an active supporter.
He was a member of the
Dumfries cell of the Friends of
the People and was described as
a Jacobin by De Quincy. He was
also the subject (and was aware
of this) of the pervasive spying
networks that the establishment
ran during the French
Revolution period.
So in the real Burns we can see

serious radical political commit-
ment, support for Scottish cul-
tural and political identity and
internationalism as well the elo-
quent response to the natural
environment and the astute
observation of character. But
that is not the Burns story that
follows his death.

T he jump from the poet
to the extraordinary cult

that developed rapidly in 19th
century Scotland was unpre-
dictable and, even retrospective-
ly, difficult to explain. The first
Burns club was established five
years after his death and was
quickly followed by others until,

later in the century, there were few Scottish towns that
didn’t have a Burns Club or at least an annual Burns
Supper. There were 40,000 people turned up at the
opening of the Burns mausoleum. It is difficult to
explain this except as some kind of compensatory
behaviour for the loss of a distinctive Scottish political
identity and a cultural identity under threat of assimi-
lation. The Burns cult was typical of that Scottish
over-assertiveness on symbolic issues that don’t
involve any real challenge to established power struc-
tures.
What makes it especially difficult to explain was the

class characteristics of those who became the core
members of the Burns Clubs. Many of us will recall
the remnant of this in the 1950s and 60s but only, of
course, from the distance of local newspaper photos;
as women or working class we were never going to be
present at these events. The Burns Club was for the
lawyer, the minister, the doctor, the local business-
man. The occasional tradesman would be there but
only as a crossover from the Masons. There were, of
course, Burns Suppers that some left-wing groups
would organise but these were marginal to the main
Burns “movement”.

SCOTLAND AND BURNS

“Mair nonsense
has been

uttered in
Burns’s
name
than in

ony’s
barrin liberty

and Christ.”
from
ADRUNK
MAN LOOKS
ATTHE
THISTLE

The first
Burns club
was
established
five years
after his
death and
was quickly
followed by
others.



This was a continuation from the 19th century
when Burns was co-opted by middle-class Scotland.
Apart from this being a safe, neatly confined way of
asserting Scottish identity, Burns was also used as a
model of the “lad o’pairts”, the supposed route to
upward mobility for the gifted from the lower orders.
He represented the idea of intrinsic individual ability
triumphing irrespective of origins and, as with all of
these myths like the “American Dream”, this allows
the more prosperous to explain their advantages as
based on natural ability. Burns’s rhetoric on liberty (in
origin an attack on autocratic elites) could be used to
chime with Victorian economic liberalism and his
extensive verse on the rural environment could be
used sentimentally by the rapidly urbanised popula-
tion. The intensely patriarchal turn in gender relations
in the 19th “permission” for some vicarious indul-
gence in sexual licence and much actual indulgence in
alcohol at these exclusively male events.
What was, of course, missing from most of this

mainstream Burns cult, what had been censored out of
the Burns story, was any real appreciation for his sup-
port for radical political and social reform. As Andrew
Noble has argued:
“The amnesia purging of Burns’ radical politics,

meant the nation could forget the enlightened Scottish
writers, political idealists and academics who were
driven into internal psychological exile or exile in
England, France, Australia and America.”3

It was still the case that the strength of the Burns
poetry and story did also speak to many of the poor
and dispossessed with its empathy for their suffering
so there was a dimension that persisted as an informal
strand apart from the formal Burns organisations but
others had taken over the Burns myth.

T he co-opted, patriarchal, bourgeois-friendly
Burns has fortunately receded but he is at risk

of turning into the bland, commercially friendly
brand. The demise of the former could not readily
survive the changes in the Scottish middle-class and
the wider social change. Any exclusively male event
has become culturally marginal, together with many
of the attitudes that accompanied them although it is
only in recent years that it has become acceptable (and
only in some contexts) to have women doing anything
other than the Reply to the Lassies. There is no longer
such a distinctive, cohesive middle-class in Scottish
communities given the major employment and
lifestyle changes that have taken place. But the Burns
tradition is still thriving and it is interesting to note
how it has gone downmarket (see Burns books and
haggis in discount chains) as well as upmarket (if one
considers academia to be such).
The Burns story is being used in Scotland today but

how is it being used and, given that myths transmit
values, how should we seek to develop it? The singing
of Burns’s great egalitarian hymn – A Man’s A Man For
A’ That – as the cultural highlight at the opening of the
Scottish Parliament was inspirational but, in the pres-

ence of the monarch, one has to question how seri-
ously the message was regarded. Burns is still very
much a contested myth and this coming anniversary
year is likely to heighten this. The tension around the
meaning of Burns is much greater among the anti-
independence parties. They have to identify with the
most Scottish of all icons while trying to avoid any
further strengthening of Scottish distinctiveness. It is
Labour who have the greatest problem in a period in
which there is a strong SNP challenge to their hege-
mony. They were able in the past to embrace Burns (in
the Willie Ross tradition) as long as Scottishness was
not threatening. But Scottish identity is politically
threatening and they can only emphasise Burns’s
internationalism and his egalitarianism (although with
New Labour that strikes a false note). But to deny a
nationalist political edge to the author of Scots Wha
Hae is difficult.
For the SNP the focus on Burns’s internationalism

presents no problems just as patriotism combined
with internationalism presented no problems for
Burns. The egalitarian strand is more problematic
since the SNP, while more social democratic than
Labour, has tried to embrace the business elite and be
best friends with the bankers. Does the SNP today
have an egalitarian story to tell?
The interest of the Left is, with genuine historic

legitimacy, to develop those three core values in
Burns. We could even add a fourth – a sensitive envi-
ronmental awareness. The aspect that needs most
development because least understood is that of Burns
as a committed political radical, actively supporting
the revolutions of his period. Will that be one of the
faces of Burns that is presented to our Homecoming
visitors? Unless we do it, that will be doubtful.

� Isobel Lindsay is a member of the editorial commit-
tee of Scottish Left Review.

NOTES
1) Donald Low, 1974, Robert Burns: The Critical

Heritage, Routledge, p152
2) Quoted in The Canongate Burns, 2001, ed. Andrew
Noble and Patrick Scott Hogg, Canongate Books,
Introduction, pxxviii

3) The Canongate Burns,
plxxii
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TRAVELS WITH
ROBERTBURNS

n 1759 the Union of the Scottish and English
parliaments was half a century old, and the Jacobite
rebellion still fresh in the memory. In that year, two
producers of far-reaching Scottish exports were born.
I’m referring of course to the Carron Iron Company
and Robert Burns. The one produced cannons, cook-
ing pots, stoves and other items made from cast iron,
and leapt to success with wartime demands for the
carronade. The other produced poetry which touched
the nerve of intellectual elite and common folk alike.
Both products travelled throughout the world. Both
were the consequences of transition and tension.
Also in 1759 William Robertson’s much admired

History of Scotland was published, which helped to
confirm Scotland as a nation of distinct identity and
intellectual rigour. Meanwhile, Scottish regiments
were fighting the French in North America and India,
and a booming cross-border trade in linen and black
cattle was contributing to economic stability. Soon the
New Town of Edinburgh would start going up, James
Watt would patent his improvements to the steam
engine, and work would begin on the Forth and Clyde
canal. In 1776, the year of David Hume’s death,
Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations was published.
Nevertheless, there was an empty space, which nei-
ther Robertson nor Hume nor Smith could fill, a cul-
tural and spiritual vacancy, which would be filled by a
young man whose skill with words not only created
fine and memorable poetry, but enabled that poetry to
reach an influential audience.
On 27 November 1786, the 27-year-old Robert

Burns borrowed a horse and set off from Mauchline.
He rode from Ayrshire into Lanarkshire, and on along
the route of the present A70 through West Lothian to
Edinburgh. The journey took him two days. The coun-
tryside he passed through was mainly agricultural,
showing signs of the improvement in farming methods
which was changing the face of lowland Scotland,
though not making life easier for the Burns family. He

crossed the Clyde. In the river’s lower reaches ships
had for several decades been unloading tobacco, sugar
and cotton – the foundation of Glasgow’s prosperity.
The Clyde and its tributaries drove the mills that were
revolutionising the textile trade.
Burns’s first volume of poetry had been published

earlier that year by a Kilmarnock printer, and almost
overnight Rab Mossgiel, farmer, had become Robert
Burns, poet – and a poet of unusual range and craft.
The collection showed him to be a master of vivid
description, empathetic lyricism, and satire both affec-
tionate and biting. Often he brought all these elements
together in a single short poem – his animal poems are
good examples.

H e was a poet rooted in traditional rural life
writing at a time of radical change in town

and country, and rapid development economically,
socially and culturally. He was part of that develop-
ment and a victim of it. He felt himself trapped by
outmoded behaviours and perceptions, yet he would
catch the imagination of individuals and communities
all over the world. When he arrived in Edinburgh, he
found a city teeming with opportunities for indul-
gence in drink and women as well as new ideas and
intellectual exchange. He was acutely aware of
change. The dialogue between the twa brigs of Ayr is
not just an entertaining debate about the rival claims
of new and old, it registers a real ambivalence, which
has affected every generation, about the advantages of
the long-established and traditional on the one hand,
and innovation on the other. And Burns knew better
than most that the old ways often meant grindingly
hard work for very little reward. Edinburgh, of all
places in Scotland, epitomised the contrast – the con-
flict – of new and old, and the pull of contradictory
enthusiasms. Burns’s first visit was centred in the Old
Town, but he responded to the attractions of the New
while remaining wary of the hollow and the synthetic.

I…almost
overnight Rab
Mossgiel,
farmer, had
become
Robert Burns,
poet.

In 1786 and subsequent years Robert Burns
travelled much of Scotland, then in the process
of rapid change. Jenni Calder assesses how his
experiences impacted on his poetry and songs.



As the philosophising dogs Caesar and Luath point
out, synthetic surroundings and values do not pro-
mote good-heartedness or happiness.
So what was the Scotland that Burns experienced,

observed and recorded in his poetry and letters? In
1787, with money in his pocket for the first time in his
life, he made a number of journeys around the coun-
try, which were in themselves notable. People, espe-
cially people who worked on the land, didn’t travel
much in 18th-century Scotland, and many lived out
their lives without moving more than a few miles from
their place of birth. But roads were being built,
bridges constructed, canals carved out of the country-
side, not so much to move people as to move things.
Nevertheless, it inevitably increased the mobility of
individuals, and the less accessible parts of Scotland,
the Highlands and Islands, were beginning to be visit-
ed by lowlanders and travellers from outwith Scotland
alike. Communications of another kind were also
expanding fast. Printing and bookbinding increased
hugely between the 1740s and 1770s – Burns himself
was a direct beneficiary of this.

Burns’s plan was to make “a leisurely pilgrim-
age”, as he put it, to enable him to get to know

Scotland better. He wanted to extend his knowledge
of the countryside, and especially of the life and work
of ordinary people and the traditions that sustained
them. At the same time, he could not resist the blan-
dishments of the not so ordinary, who invited him to
their homes and feted him. These trips were partly
promotional tours, the equivalent of modern author
events and signings.
His first trip was to the Borders, and, characteristi-

cally, he noted the landscape with the eye of a farmer.
He comments on the stony soil of Ettrick and Yarrow,
and the “glorious corn country” in East Lothian. His
response to landscape is both practical and personal,
coloured by the company he shares it with. The ten-
derness with which he describes small-scale features,
burns and flowers and hillocks, is influenced by the
tenderness of experience associated with them.
Throughout his career his poetry records an intimate
relationship with the land, sometimes gently affection-
ate, sometimes caustic. But another key interest during
his Border tour was the resonance of the past and in
particular the traditions of the Border ballads. Song
was the trigger of his poetic sensibility, and a woman’s
singing voice was often an irresistible attraction.
For Burns, places illuminated Scotland’s past and

people were an essential part of his celebration of the
present. His poetry brings the two together. An impor-
tant element in this was his collection and reworking
of traditional songs, a task of rescue and revitalisation
which would in itself warrant an annual celebration.
The land and the life and work organic to it, changing
as they were, provided a continuity that was expressed
and complemented by traditions in song and story.
Burns was in an ideal position to re-establish their
validity. Scott would continue the process.

Burns followed his Border trip with a tour in Argyll,
which took him to Inveraray, where he wasn’t too
impressed:

There’s naething here but Highland pride,
And Highland scab and hunger:
If providence has sent me here
Twas surely in an anger.

He was as responsive as anyone to the more romantic
side of the Highlands and Highland history, but was
not blind to the less attractive realities, to poverty and
feudal privilege. This poem, The bard at Inveraray, is
a direct reference to the Duke of Argyll, but it is also a
reminder of the death of Mary Campbell, from Argyll,
with whom Burns had planned to sail to Jamaica.
A later trip took him to Stirling and the Perthshire

Highlands. This proved particularly fertile, furnishing
a string of poems on people and places. He was enter-
tained by the Duke of Atholl at Blair Castle, two days
which he described as the happiest of his life. He car-
ried on north to Inverness, and visited Culloden. At
Fochabers he was entertained by the Duke of Gordon.
His enjoyment of such occasions sharpened the
ambivalence of his position and his views. He loved
the attention, but the plight of the dispossessed con-
tinued to haunt his writing.
On a subsequent trip to Stirling and Perthshire he

stayed for eight days at Harvieston at the foot of the
Ochils where the chief attraction was Peggy Chalmers,
who turned down his offer of marriage. In spite of this
Burns remembered his visit to Harvieston with intense
happiness as well as regret: “I … have lived more of
real life with you in eight days than I can do with
almost anybody I meet with in eight years.”
“Real life” was, for Burns, emotional life, and emo-

tional life inevitably centred on people – the women
he fell for, the men he drank and talked with, and the
men and women from whom he wanted recognition
and respect. The fabric of ordinary life, of daily
labour, of the relationship between humanity and
nature, has both immediacy and emotional authentic-
ity. These informed his motives for travel. He was
aware that his background and experience were limit-
ed, and he felt that the extension of experience
would extend his writing and his achievement. It
also extended his protean talents for present-
ing himself as differing situations and individ-
uals required.

I n 1787 Burns covered a lot of miles
and saw a Scotland that was full of

contrast and contradictions. He himself was a
web of contradictions, which without a doubt
fed his creativity. His Scotland was moving
forward at speed, but there was much that was
locked in the past. Power and privilege
were still intertwined with family and
land, but new sources of intellectual
and economic influence were also
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at work. His Scotland was in the process of shifting
from a predominantly rural society to one that would
be irrevocably shaped by urban environments. With an
uneasy eye, he saw an industrial Scotland emerging
and populations shifting. When he arrived at the gate
of the Carron Iron Works, symbol of successful indus-
trial enterprise, he found them closed, and was moved
to write:

We cam na here to view your warks
In hopes to be mair wise
But only lest we gang to Hell,
It may be nae surprise.

How out of this hell, however, came carronades, four
of which in 1792 Burns would purchase for despatch
to France to support the infant revolution. In the year
before he died, Burns would join the Volunteers,
raised to defend Britain from French attack.

Burns’s poetry was born out of his location of
himself in the countryside and its rigorous,

often ruthless demands. The land he worked as a boy
and young man was often exhausted and unforgiving
– land that in no way matched the fertility of his mind,
or indeed of his body. It was a narrow world, but
released Burns’s imagination into an extraordinarily
diverse community, accommodating not just Holy
Willie and Tam O’Shanter, Gavin Hamilton and John
Lapraik, the Marys and Annies of his love poetry, or
the wider community he encountered on his travels –
fashionable Edinburgh, land-owning aristocracy – but
the twa dogs, Mailie the sheep, his plough horses,
mice and lice, the hirpling hare, the lavrock and the
paitrick, the rose and the gowan. With all of these he
is on the easiest and most familiar terms. It is this deep
current of community and communion running
through his poetry that enables him to reach so many
different people, different societies, to penetrate the
barriers of language and culture.
It is partly a matter of scale. The territory Burns

covered between May and October 1787 we can now
travel in two or three day trips. But speed doesn’t
bring us closer to it – indeed, the reverse. The intima-
cy and smallness of scale of Burns’s poetry stirred his
contemporaries, perhaps because of an intimation that
the changes becoming apparent were irreversible, that
“nature’s union” was under threat from “man’s
dominion”. It is this attention to detail that is the lev-
elling ingredient in his poems – he not only notices, he
focuses, and in doing so changes our perspective on
humanity and its context. More than two centuries
later, the effect of Burns’s poetry is even more haunt-
ing. He is intimate and small-scale, yet he is address-
ing large-scale human issues, of love and fear, work
and pleasure, fulfilment and injustice. He communi-
cates an emotional honesty, whether generous and
forgiving, or rueful and ironic, or damning. The intri-
cately personal and deceptively simple accommodates
bold statements – you can’t get much bolder than “a

man’s a man for a that”. The resonance is all the
greater because its context retains a resolutely human
scale. It is that human scale that transports us back to
the Scotland of 1759, that recreates a sustaining sense
of community, as important now as it was for Burns,
and even more at risk.

� Jenni Calder has published work on various aspects
of Scottish history and literature, including biographies
of Robert Louis Stevenson and Naomi Mitchison, and
several books on Scottish migration. She spent 23 years
working at the National Museums of Scotland in vari-
ous capacities. She is currently president of Scottish
PEN. Most recent books include Scots in Canada
(2003), Not Nebuchadnezzar: In Search of Identities
(2005), Scots in the USA (2006), Letters from the
Great Wall (fiction, as Jenni Daiches, 2006).
Forthcoming: Frontier Scots: Scottish Experience on
the American Frontier. 

TRAVELS WITH ROBERT BURNS

More than
two centuries
later, the
effect of
Burns’s
poetry is even
more
haunting.

DONNY O’ROURKE’S POETIC RIPOSTE TO
JEREMY PAXMAN’S DISPARAGEMENT OF
BURNS’S VERSIFYING

Sentimental doggerel’s king?
The bees in yer bunnet mauna sting
Envy has ye havering
Aye! Glaikit gowk
Secretly ye’d love tae sing
Lik Scottish fowk

Whit ah’d ask YOU twinty times ower
Is why ye fear the poet’s power
In private Paxo dae ye cower
Afore oor passion?
Whit turnt yer grapes sae sour
It brought on bardie bashin?

So Chambers got the headlines bought
The silly season stushie sought
Tae Burns it matters not a jot
Unlike yours, his work’s immortal
We rarely gie the South a thought
Except tae chortle

Afore we heed yer bigot’s bleats
For Inglan’s view o Rabbie’s feats
There’s Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, Keats
High heapit praise
The humility you lack completes
What Burns conveys

Forever pittin in the boot
Yer jeremiads are a hoot
The problem, man’s, yer ain Scots’ root!
It’s YERSEL ye hate
Jist let yer inner Scot come oot
It’s no too late.

Poem commissioned by Scotland on Sunday in
response to Paxman’s assertion that Burns wrote
doggerel.



ROBERT BURNS
AND SEXUALITY

obert Burns led a varied life, not least
regarding his relationships with the opposite sex,
which at times resulted in the Scottish national bard
walking the fine line between fame and infamy.
Burns’s creative work and correspondence make
many references to different women. Whilst it is
impossible to know exactly how many women the
poet was associated with during his short life, or
indeed exactly how many children, both legitimate
and illegitimate, the poet sired before his premature
death at the age of thirty-seven, it is believed that he
fathered at least twelve children to at least five
women. However disapproving society throughout
the ages has claimed to be, it is clear that Robert
Burns’s turbulent dealings with the opposite sex only
add to the widespread fascination with the Scottish
national bard. This is clear from excerpts such as the
following from W. Willmott Dixon, who couldn’t pos-
sibly be seen to condone the poet’s reputed behaviour
in his publication Dainty Dames of Society: A Portrait
Gallery of Charming Women, Clarinda and other
Edinburgh Belles (London, 1903), but who was never-
theless compelled to tease his readers with a little sen-
sationalism, by making reference to Burns’s infamous
reputation:

His lovemaking was extensive and peculiar. He
could hardly see a woman who was young and
passably comely without instantly making love to
her. This “dark-eyed Don Juan,” says Robert
Louis Stevenson, had “the fatal gift of sympathy,”
and with that and his tuneful, glozing tongue he
wrought havoc among the country maidens. His
rustic amours, however, were for the most part
coarse and sordid, and the less said about them
the better.1

This is a somewhat exaggerated account of Robert
Burns’s sexual activities and misdemeanours.
However, exaggerations such as this have fostered the

perception of Robert Burns as a compulsive seducer
and fornicator, and fuelled accusations of male chau-
vinism.

I t would be irresponsible to deny that such
accusations have some basis in documentary

evidence. One notorious example is a letter to Robert
Ainslie of the 3rd March 1788, in which Burns
recounts a recent meeting with Jean Armour (the
poet’s future wife who was pregnant, for the second
time, with Burns’s twins). In spite of her condition,
Burns states that he extracted a promise from her
“never to attempt any claim on me as a husband”, and
goes on to say that “She did all this like a good girl,
and I took the opportunity of some dry horse litter,
and gave her such a thundering scalade that electrified
the very marrow of her bones. Oh, what a peacemak-
er is a guid weel-willie p---le!”2 The writer and critic
Alan Bold uses this letter to support the claim that,
“Burns, as the Ainslie letter confirms, had an uncom-
plicated rampant phallic attitude to sex.”3 This is a fair
comment if we limit its application to the letter alone.
However as a general comment about Burns and/or
his work it is too straightforward. It is clear from the
poet’s life and work that, in
almost every aspect, Burns
was a contradictory and
complicated character,
and this can certainly be
said of his attitude
towards sexuality.
Across the work of

Robert Burns we observe
his insistence on the cen-
trality of sexuality, as a
universal interest. The
abundant sexual con-
tent and bawdiness
of many of
Burns’s satires
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There was a lad … Burns’s insistence on the centrality of
sexuality is notorious, but Pauline Anne Gray believes his
work shows him to be a contradictory character, both
objectifying women on the one hand and, on the other,
advocating the mutual nature of heterosexual relationships.
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and songs is a reflection of this. Most interesting is the
way in which women are portrayed across the body of
Burns’s work, and particularly in his bawdy songs. It is
reasonable to say that in a selection of Burns’s songs
included in The Merry Muses of Caledonia4 (a collec-
tion of bawdy verse to which Burns contributed) male
sexuality is the driving force with little consideration
for the female. Burns is thought to have collected The
Merry Muses for recitation at the Edinburgh drinking
club, the Crochallan Fencibles, of which he was a
member. And so lines such as the following, from Gie
the Lass Her Fairin,5 were most probably written with
a convivial, laddish audience in mind:

Syne coup her o’er amang the creels,
When ye hae taen your brandy,
The mair she bangs the less she squeels,
An’ hey for houghmaganie. (II. 5–8)

Here is a bold, somewhat aggressive assertion of male
sexuality, and although in the context of the song
these lines are obviously intended to be humorous,
they are illustrative of the fact that women can be seen
to be objectified in Burns’s bawdy productions. This
being said, whilst it is true that the depiction of
women in bawdy song can often appear derogatory, a
number of pieces written by Burns communicate
apparently genuine notions of romantic love, desire
for women and a sincere appreciation for the female
body.

Burns’s well-documented appreciation for
women and the female form may be clearly

observed in the song O Saw Ye My Maggie,6 the
manuscript of which is held by the Abbotsford library.
The first description of Maggie in stanza three is sexu-
ally suggestive yet the reader may discern an element
of intimacy, fondness and permanence resulting from
the poet’s use of the possessive pronoun:

My Maggie has a mark,
Ye’ll find it in the dark,
It’s in below her sark,
A little aboon her knee. (II. 9–12)

Equally, however, the very erotic psychology of this
stanza may signal single-minded possession and the
perception of the female as a sexual object. It would
be unreasonable to overlook the element of male
boastfulness and ownership of her body, something
that is reinforced in stanza five of the song:

My Maggie has a treasure,
A hidden mine o’ pleasure,
I’ll howk it at my leisure,
It’s alane for me. (II. 17–20)

When perceived as an assertion of intimacy, constancy
and fidelity, the final line implies that whilst Maggie is
portrayed as sexual entity, she is also to be respected.

Here we encounter the typical Burnsian notion that
sex can be an activity about which one need not feel
ashamed. This stance is maintained throughout the
song, particularly where we witness the amalgamation
of sexuality and the divine when, in alluding to the
consummation of the relationship, Burns describes sex
as “diviner blisses / In holy ecstacy!” This conjunction
is also typical of Burns who, across the body of his
work, frequently posits the notion that pleasurable sex
is created by God, in the same way that he believes all
things natural to be a gift from God.
The metaphorical reference to Maggie’s private

parts as “A hidden mine o’ pleasure”, whilst conveying
a sincere appreciation of the female form, alludes to
the idea of the female genitalia as a place of labour, a
place where the male is to be seriously at work.
However, the savoured end rhymes may equally be
perceived as conveying the poet’s positive attitude
towards Maggie, the words “treasure” and “pleasure”
creating a sense of appreciation and rapture at the
sight of Maggie’s body. Although the poet’s rapture
may be perceived as primarily sexual, the notion of
love and appreciation remains ever present through-
out the song and both of these aspects of the relation-
ship reach a climax in the final stanza:

Heavenly joys before me,
Rapture trembling o’er me,
Maggie I adore thee,
On my bended knee!!! (II. 33–36)

Is Maggie depicted here as a goddess in one way or
another? These lines can be read as looking like a tra-
ditional act of marriage proposal. Alternatively, we
might read the final stanza in the context of the fre-
quent references to Maggie’s genitalia, and derive that
the poet’s rapture is in fact due to his practising oral
sex on his lover. This bawdy song is made to look like
“laddish fun”, but it is also an extremely skilful and
multi-faceted piece of work where we acknowledge,
in a few short stanzas, different interpretations of
male-female sexual interaction.
Burns addresses the mutual nature of heterosexual

relationships in the song Yestreen I Had A Pint O
Wine.7 In a letter to George Thomson dated the 7th
April 1793, Burns refers to this song as: “the best
love-song I ever composed in my life; but in its origi-
nal state, is not quite a lady’s song.”8 Indeed, the song
is particularly tender and poignant piece, and at the
same time exceedingly erotic. The first stanza sees the
reader immediately informed of the nature of the
poet’s relationship with the inspiring female:
“Yestreen lay on this breast of mine / The raven locks
of Anna” (II. 3–4). The reader acknowledges the
inescapable tenderness conveyed by this physical
description, which seems more concerned with inti-
macy in terms of emotional proximity than the physi-
cal reality of sexual intercourse. Immediately this
particular piece seems sincere in the emotions that it is
attempting to convey.

ROBERT BURNS AND SEXUALITY
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The notion of mutual enjoyment, and sex as one of
the most important and essential aspects of human
life, is present in stanzas three and four where we
observe what appears to be the poets increasing inti-
macy with, and need for his lover, “Gie me within my
straining grasp / The melting form of Anna” (III, 11–
12), not to mention another metaphorical assertion of
the importance that he places upon their intimacy:

Then I’ll despise Imperial charms,
An Empress or Sultana;
While dying raptures in her arms,
I give and take with Anna. (IV, 13–16)

Stanzas three and four see the poet undermine the
political authority and importance of monarchy, in
favour of the essential and life-giving union of man
and woman, an attitude that is also present in Burns’s
Poor Bodies Do Naething But M-w. The notion of
sexual enjoyment is conveyed by the ambiguous, yet
very erotic imagery present in the lines, “While dying
raptures in her arms / I give and take with Anna”,
which act as a poignant, tender, and emotional depic-
tion of the act of sexual intercourse and also reinforce
the ideas of equality and mutual enjoyment that seem
to be a recurring and important part of Burns’s atti-
tude towards heterosexual relationships, both physi-
cal and otherwise.

A nother branch of Burns’s bawdy verse depicts
women, not as individuals who command

desire and love, but instead as base, carnal beings.
Songs such as Had I the Wyte She Bade Me portray
women as sensual, insatiable, sexually confident and
entirely uninhibited:

And when I wadna do’t again,
A silly Cow she ca’d me;
She straik’t my head, and clapt my cheeks,
And lous’d my breeks and bad me. (II. 5–8)

Here Burns communicates an awareness of the poten-
tial physical expectations that women may have of
their lovers. The notion of a woman “lousing” a man’s
“breeks” effectively rejects the common conception of
the female gender as having a more passive attitude
towards sex. Instead, we are aware of the female per-
sona as a sexually aware, lustful being, intent on satis-
fying her carnal impulses, and so Burns can be seen to
impose the notion of female sexual desire. Indeed, the
woman is described as sexually patronising, and so we
acknowledge Burns’s awareness of the potential for
women to enforce pressure and expectation upon
their sexual partners, an awareness that is also present
in songs such as Nine Inch Will Please A Lady.
I hope that this brief discussion has shown that in

his work pertaining to sexuality, Burns for the most
part seems to acknowledge that male-female sexual
interaction is complex and often mutual. For this
reason it is problematic to assert that “Burns had an

uncomplicated rampant phallic attitude to sex.” We
can no more assert that Robert Burns was a male chau-
vinist than we can call him a champion for gender
equality. As previously stated, Burns was a complicat-
ed and contradictory character, who can be seen inter-
mittently to objectify women, and to advocate the
mutual nature of heterosexual relationships, and the
sexes’ equal expectations as regards physical sexuality.

� Pauline Anne Gray is currently in the final stages of
PhD research at the Department of Scottish Literature,
University of Glasgow. Her thesis, entitled Gender,
Bawdry and the Body in the Poetry and Prose of
Robert Burns, pays particular attention to Burns’s
songs included in The Merry Muses of Caledonia.
January 2009 will see the publication of her first edito-
rial project: a limited facsimile edition of Burns’s The
Fornicators Court, co-edited with Dr. Gerard
Carruthers.
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ITALY:
THE LEFT AND
THE FIRST
MONTHS
OF THE NEW
BERLUSCONI
GOVERNMENT

The Italian left and centre-left
are going through a crisis and
have no ready answer to the

rightist policies of Silvio
Berlusconi’s government. The first
question is just who, after last
year’s big parliamentary shake-up,
comprise the left and centre-left?
The Democratic Party (PD),

which won 35% of the popular
vote in the April parliamentary
election, is an alliance, perhaps an

uneasy one, between at least two,
possibly even three, political cul-
tures. The party contains the heirs
of the Marxist and of the progres-
sive social catholic traditions, but
increasingly one also sees a US-
style radicalism. The first of these
traditions, coming from the Left
Democrats (Democratici di
Sinistra or DS), main heir to the
former communist party and,
despite the return on a grand scale

in the so-called “West” of Marx’s
reputation, some in the PD would
like to jettison the Marxist heritage
as outmoded. Here the recent,
very down-market restyling of
Antonio Gramsci’s historic news-
paper l’Unità, a veritable cultural
icon, is merely a sign of the times.
And within the PD, while both the
ex-communist and the social
catholic tendencies favour collec-
tive action and engagement, the
necessary bridge between them
remains to be fully constructed.
For his part, the PD leader, Walter
Veltroni, hankers after a type of
politics, based on a more individu-
alist ideology, that would parallel
the US Democratic Party, long the
object of his admiration.
The various forces to the left of

the PD, which on a joint slate
obtained 3% at the polls, less than
half the sum of their separate pre-
election strengths, failed to gain
parliamentary representation, and
divisions (“typically” one might
sardonically add) came out at their
subsequent party congresses. The
three currents that together com-
pose the majority in the
Communist Refoundation Party
(PRC), together with the majority
of the smaller Party of Italian
Communists (PdCI), are drawing
only negative lessons from the
experience of Romano Prodi’s
centre-left administration, defeat-
ed in the last April’s election, and a
convergence towards a unity of
communist forces (understood
here in the best, non-Stalinist light)
is here on the cards. A minority in
these two parties, including nearly
half of Refoundation, plus most of
the Greens and the Democratic
Left (Sinistra Democratica, or SD)
which did not follow the majority
of the DS into the Democratic
Party, sees the future, on the other
hand, in a wider conception of the
left, going beyond the confines of
an updated conception of commu-
nism.
What all now have now to deal

with is Berlusconi’s introduction
of a series of counter-reforms
which, though giving rise to vari-
ous protest demonstrations and,
recently, school occupations, seem

Some in the
PD would
like to
jettison the
Marxist
heritage as
outmoded.

The fall of the centre-
left government in
Italy last year led to
Silvio Berlusconi’s
resumption of power.
Derek Boothman
explains how the
different sections of
the left are reacting to
the political wreckage
they now face.
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to have majority support in the
country. Key elements of the con-
flict at the parliamentary level are
parliamentary procedure itself,
education, and jobs. Added to this,
proposals to cut press subsidies to
small papers, if applied for exam-
ple in left-led countries in South
America, would immediately lead
to an outcry from the US-led
world that democracy was being
throttled.
Parliamentary procedure may

seem strange to single out as an
area for struggle, but here one sees
the disquieting aspect of
Berlusconi’s brand of authoritari-
an company culture, supported by
his allies in the National Alliance
party, with its many former neo-
fascists, and the xenophobic
Northern League. Despite the con-
version to democracy of
Gianfranco Fini, former leader of
the neo-fascist party and now pres-
ident (speaker) of the Chamber of
Deputies, his approach still has an
authoritarian streak, and he is
accepting massive recourse to gov-
ernmental decrees, refusing parlia-
mentary debate on important
measures. For those with a pen-
chant for historical comparison,
this may recall to mind Mussolini;
the warnings, a generation or
more ago, of the Marxist socialist
poet, Franco Fortini, that Italy
could experience a “democratic
fascism” are now even more rele-
vant than when he issued them.

EDUCATION COUNTER-REFORM
As in most European countries,
education is a sensitive area, and
claimed drops in standards make it
all too easy to invoke, as the
Minister of Education Maria Stella
Gelmini has done, the myth of a
golden past and bring in a
(counter-)reform. At the primary
school level, instead of the current
system of a small number of teach-
ers per class, each expert in their
own areas, she plans to reintro-
duce the old system of a single
teacher for each class, considered
by all educationalists from the
centre leftward to be totally inde-
fensible. Even according to the
mass-sales catholic weekly,

Famiglia Cristiana, certainly no
organ of the left, the reason
behind these measures, entailing
cuts of 8 billion euros over three
years and a threat of job losses for
something like 70,000 non-
tenured teachers, is merely bud-
getary savings, not any sound
educational principle. Further par-
tial privatisation of school educa-
tion is also a governmental goal,
where “privatisation” fundamen-
tally means the creation – and
maintenance by the taxpayer – of
denominational schools, especially
for the middle class catholics, and
the rigid application, in what is
increasingly a multi-cultural and
multi-faith society, of precepts that
are not even those of one particu-
lar religion, but of its ultra-conser-
vative hierarchy.
Currently, spending on the uni-

versities is only 0.9% of the GDP,
about two thirds the EU average,
and less per head than any other
OECD country. Budgetary law
cuts over the next three years of up
to a billion and a half euros over
three years in the money made
available, including the already
small R&D expenditure, are going
hand-in-hand with the privatisa-
tion of higher education.
Universities are to be transformed
into private-sector foundations,
expected to seek outside funds
despite the well-known lack of

research interest and investment
by most Italian industries.
Additionally, it is foreseen that
only one new position will be cre-
ated for every five staff members
who retire, an across-the-board
attack on the quality of teaching
and research that further reduces
opportunities for young
researchers.
These educational cut-backs are

giving rise to demonstrations and
teach-ins across the country.
Families see they are being hit, and
it may be here that we can see a
first partial weakening of
Berlusconi’s grip over his electoral
base.
Training schemes, too, despite

programmes operated by regional
authorities, are very much in the
private sector. Families therefore
bear the brunt of the costs while
their grown-up offspring go on
one low-paid job-training pro-
gramme after another, with no
guarantee of a job at the end. This
area has long been singled out for
action by the unions, but practical
organisational problems are
immense and progress is arduous.

UNIONS DIVIDED
The unions, it must be recalled, are
divided into three main confedera-
tions, dating back to the start of
the Cold War, and political and
cultural divisions here still count.
The biggest confederation, the
CGIL, traditionally the reference
point for the communist and the
better part of the socialist tradi-
tion, has always accepted conflict
and maintained that conflicts are
not necessarily reconcilable.
However the majority leadership
of the catholic CISL, the next
biggest confederation, accepts the
interpretation of catholicism that
workers and employers have
common interests outweighing the
elements of conflict; the other
catholic viewpoint in the CISL,
almost always a minority one,
holds that, since all are equal in
Christ, a fight for an egalitarian
society is sacrosanct. The third
confederation, the UIL, initially
that of right-wing socialists, repub-
licans and others, has shifted left-

The restyled l’Unità, the daily
newspaper founded by communist
Antonio Gramsci
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ward but still tends to be on the
right in trade union terms.
Divisions like these emerge in

practice, as in the negotiations
over closure or sale of the national
airline Alitalia. Some thought that
the CGIL general secretary,
Guglielmo Epifani, was playing a
high-stakes, high-risk game when
he decided to break off talks, while
the other two confederations were
seemingly resigned to an agree-
ment that would have involved
heavy job losses internally, with its
consequent knock-on effect in the
outsourcing sectors. However
Epifani’s tough stance brought the
potential purchasing consortium
momentarily to its senses, and the
following week they made an
improved offer, suggesting possi-
ble foreign partners, a necessity
according to the unions. At the
moment of writing, the consor-
tium has irresponsibly gone back
on its word and abruptly taken a
“take it or leave it” stance on
working conditions.1

DIFFERENT POLITICAL CULTURES
Situations like this pose problems
to the Democratic Party. Just
where does it stand when there is a
difference between the CGIL and
the CISL? The Alitalia situation is
emblematic of what might quite
often be the case, given the differ-
ent political cultures of the major
sectors within the party. Many in
the PD maintain that there no
longer exists a difference between
the policies favoured by these dif-
ferent groupings, but in the trade
union sphere, not to mention
questions of abortion, same-sex
unions, etc., this position is uncon-
vincing. An important test will
come over the next few months in
rounds of sector-by-sector agree-
ments with the members of the
employers’ organisation, the
Confindustria. This latter has a
new, reputedly dynamic president,
Emma Marcegaglia, who has in
the past been on good terms with
Veltroni. One of her first acts,
however, has been to say that,
when necessary, her members will
reach agreements without neces-
sarily obtaining the signature of all

union confederations. Putting it
bluntly, this means excluding the
CGIL, as seems the strategy in the
Alitalia negotiations. There is
therefore a real risk that, after the
left’s failure to gain parliamentary
representation, an attempt is now
being made to isolate the most
important part of the left in the
unions.
All this is happening at a time

when wages have not been keeping
pace with economic growth, a fact
to which progressive forces have
woken up far too late. An overhaul
of the wages structure is at best a
long-term goal, and for many the
lesson of Keynes on these ques-
tions remains a half-forgotten
memory. A sustained attack on
economic neo-liberal “orthodox-
ies” is not really underway and
much still has to be done to revive
and reinvent a left economic cul-
ture on which to base alternative
policies. The collapse initiated by
the sub-prime lending crisis is cer-
tainly leading to a rethink of ideas,
but opposition forces have been
unable to make a convincing link
in the public mind between, on the
one hand, cuts in government
spending – and hence in public ser-
vices – and, on the other, the
money being found, albeit not on
the scale of the USA or even
Britain, from the pockets of the
taxpayers in order to bail out the
banking system.

CHEEKY CHAPPY
Opposition forces, here including
the catholic Democratic Centre
Union (UDC), formerly a long-
time ally of Berlusconi, and the
Italy of Values group (IdV) of the
crusading ex-magistrate Antonio
Di Pietro, seem not fully to have
absorbed the reasons for the Prime
Minister’s undoubted popularity.
Berlusconi is a man who, in the
public imagination, “gets things
done”, a “cheeky chappy” in an
ultra-formal environment, who
takes decisions on the spot rather
than entering into what many con-
sider interminable, useless parlia-
mentary wrangling to produce a
consensus. He claims to do what,
in a fantasy world, people might

dream of doing – sleeping three
hours a night, devoting the rest to
discos and making love, even dis-
appearing for a fortnight from
public view for a hair transplant.
His attacks on the public services –
compared unfavourably with his
own business empire – are facile
and demagogic, but strike a chord
with many. And furthermore, he
says what comes into his mind,
denying if necessary the next day
he ever said it and attributing
everything to inventions of the
“left-wing media”, claimed to be,
as ever, hostile to him.
However October 2008 per-

haps represented the beginnings
of a fightback. A demonstration of
the left in Rome on 11 October
drew perhaps as many as 300,000
– estimates vary – and a PD
demonstration a fortnight later,
again in Rome, was the biggest for
over five years, numbering
according to the organisers two
and a half million. But, maybe
paradoxically, neither is proof that
these forces have broken out of
their isolation. Italian experience
shows that big crowds are proof of
the capacity to mobilise one’s own
supporters, certainly an essential
step, but not necessarily a sign of
public support going beyond one’s
political base. This type of support
is what the PD and the forces to its
left are still starting from scratch
to rebuild.

� Derek Boothman has lived in
Italy since the late 70s. He is one of
the translators of Antonio
Gramsci’s Prison Notebooks, and
is currently finishing for publica-
tion in English an edition of
Gramsci’s pre-prison letters. He
teaches English translation at the
University of Bologna’s faculty for
Interpreters and Translators
(SSLMIT) in Forlì.

EDITORIAL NOTE
1.Alitalia has now been sold to a
private consortium with the
Italian taxpayer having to pay
about 4 billion euros for
Alitalia’s liabilities, as well as
welfare benefits for laid-off
workers.
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MATILDA VERSUSOBAMA

Politically, we live in the future. What has hap-
pened is perpetually sidelined in favour of pre-
dictions of what will happen. Polling, for all its

obvious pitfalls, took a stranglehold on political life.
The British press dismisses its duty to give us facts and
instead belabours us with frequently fictional foolish-
ness allegedly telling us tomorrow.
So the American political transition between

Presidencies gives the astrologers anent America an
endless horizon. President Barack Obama will do this
and will do that and won’t do something else. The
press methodology of proof may be in danger of
exhausting even its own self-belief by over-reliance
on the Murdoch media’s pet, an imaginary “close
friend” of the target, but it continues to stir the guts
of animal sacrifices, including its own. What
President Obama will do is what since first whisper of
his candidacy the writer said he would do. Mr John
Pilger of the New Statesman in fact insists that
Obama’s conduct in office has been clear since 1968,
when Mr Pilger interviewed Senator Robert Kennedy
before his assassination, Obama being seven years old
at the time.
This shows brassnecked boldness at least and the

New Statesman might well consider augmenting its
circulation by giving Mr Pilger his official star-gazing
column.
Certainly the New Statesman so far identifies itself

with Mr Pilger’s horology that it heads his article (15
December 2008) with a half-plagiarism from his text
“Barack Obama is a politician of a system described by
Martin Luther King as ‘the greatest purveyor of vio-
lence in the world today’.” King has been dead since
the aforesaid 1968 and would be unlikely to assume
that the year of his death was the same time as the year
an African American was elected President with a gen-
erous majority. Mr Pilger, of course, has the advantage
of not being African American.
The deaths of Martin Luther King and Malcolm X

are useful reminders of the physical courage required
of an African American in the public eye, then and
now. Obama’s run for the Presidency has been the
easier because eight years ago the USA confronted its
own image with shame when General Colin Powell
made it clear that his wife’s fear of his murder was
what kept him from becoming a Republican

Presidential candidate. After that another African
American’s candidacy was less unthinkable, and
Obama knows the debt he owes Powell for shaming
their country as stated. John Kennedy knew how
much he profited by the shame of Americans at the
anti-Catholic hatred voiced during the Presidential
candidacy of Al Smith in 1928. Pundits failed to mark
it but there was a vote articulated against religious and
racial antipathy, both in 1960 and in 2008.

Colin Powell lived to become President George W
Bush’s Secretary of State, and to be treated as a

doorkeeper to be slammed aside whenever Secretary
for Defense Rumsfeld chose to take over diplomacy in
his own fashion. Powell endorsed Obama at a crucial
moment in Election 2008: revenge, said the Mafioso,
is a dish best eaten cold. Obama, knowing the full
meaning of all this, has retained Bush’s appointment
as Rumsfeld’s successor. Mr Pilger informs us that
“Gates wants no date set for an Iraq withdrawal and
… also wants America to build a completely new
nuclear arsenal.” Gates may want shares in lunar real
estate, such as some of Bush’s supporters bought, for
all that Obama cares. What Gates will get is what
Obama wants. This appointment means that Obama
will be his own Secretary for Defense, thank you, and
Bush’s lame-duck office-cleaner (the first skill
required in Rumsfeld’s replacement) with be Obama’s
hostage, required to testify, (sometimes literally), to
where the bodies are buried. And if Republicans
object to any scaling down of the war machine, it is
being done by their own man. The appointment may
well be a masterstroke.
All of this (except possibly the lunar real estate) is

beyond Mr Pilger’s grasp. He even objects to the
name “Secretary of Defense” (while misspelling it)
and with his customary mastery of history assures us
that “America last had to defend itself when the British
invaded in 1812”: Obama’s victory speech on election
night contains the line “When bombs fell on our
harbor”, meaning Pearl Harbor, which Obama calls
“our” because it was a few miles away from where he
himself was born twenty years after. To make it easier
for Mr Pilger, let us note that the bombing was in
1941, and brought the USA into World War II, of
which Mr Pilger may have heard.
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Barack Obama’s election and recent inauguration as
US President have given cause for optimism among

many Americans and much of the rest of the world.
But attacks on Obama from an unexpected quarter
have raised the hackles of Owen Dudley Edwards.
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The Robert Kennedy part of the story was surfaced
by Mr Pilger in the New Statesman on 29 May 2008,
beginning with the assurance that Robert Kennedy
“would have been elected President of the United
States had he not been assassinated in June 1968.”
Bite on that: those are Pilger facts, no doubt vital to
his future credentials as an astrologer. It is a measure
of the contempt in which he hold his readers. Nobody
knows whether Robert Kennedy would have been
elected President had he not been assassinated: the
probability is that he would not, since the Democratic
party was still in power and the majority of its
Convention votes would have gone to where in fact
they did go, to Vice-President Hubert Humphrey, fol-
lowed by the election going to Nixon, as in fact it did.
(The one politician who might have changed electoral
history in 1968 was not Robert, but Edward Kennedy,
after Robert’s assassination, when Eugene McCarthy
offered him his votes, adding he would never have
given them to Robert: but Ted – probably partly from
personal grief – refused to run. We can’t say he would
have won, not being Mr Pilger.)
Mr Pilger’s point was apparently that Robert

Kennedy “sought to rescue the party and his own
ambition from the threat of real change that came
from an alliance of the civil rights campaign and the
anti-war movement then commanding the streets of
the main cities.” How far the protesters “commanded
the streets” of that major city – Mayor Daley’s
Chicago – the Democratic Convention of 1968 would
show, but leave that aside. Mr Pilger may very well be
right as to what Robert Kennedy really intended:
Robert Kennedy witch-hunted with Joe McCarthy,
and authorised secret telephone taps and appointed
racist judges as Attorney General under his brother
Jack. His record is ugly and conversion dubious.
Barack Obama’s allusions to Robert Kennedy in his
fascinating and persuasive analysis of contemporary
America The Audacity of Hope (2006) are kindlier but
he was correct in speaking of “the numbing poverty
that Robert Kennedy would help highlight before his
death”, and, lest he be thought too Kennedy-friendly,
the same book noted John Kennedy’s participation in
witch-hunting. Mr Pilger’s conclusion was that
Obama was merely reviving Robert Kennedy’s tactics
for the same purpose. The fact that Obama did not
have to discover the “numbing poverty” as the mil-
lionaire RFK did, but had known, written and spoken
about it from his time as social worker in Chicago,
eludes Mr Pilger.

In fact Mr Pilger’s predictions, which are simply Mr
Pilger’s campaign splutters warmed over, go back at

least to his discovery (New Statesman 23 January
2008) that Obama is a “glossy Uncle Tom”. As usual
history is Mr Pilger’s enemy and victim. Harriet
Beecher Stowe’s antislavery novel ends with Uncle
Tom being flogged to death for his refusal to say
where two runaway female slaves have gone, and so
Mr Pilger would have been paying a nice compliment

had he known what he was talking about. But the
term has been slung around to mean a deferential
acceptant of servility.
This is a tad racist, above all in the ignorance on

which it is founded (the root of almost all racism). No
doubt Mr Pilger will say in reply (if he reads anyone
but himself) that his anti-racist credentials have
gleamed ever since he wrote so well in defence of his
fellow-Australian aborigines at a time when it was less
fashionable than now to defend them. But it leaves the
thought that aborigines were Mr Pilger’s clients, sup-
pliants, tragic sufferers requiring his knighthood in
shining armour. Obama has the disadvantage that
instead of needing Mr Pilger to take up his cause, he
has taken it up for himself. And hence, it would seem,
he is an Uncle Tom. It recalls previous public persons
who rebuked, say, Martin Luther King for his radical-
ism, at one with Mr Pilger in clearly seeing that black
people require nice white people to tell them what to
do.

As it happens President-elect Obama is a friend of
mine, in the way that PG Wodehouse is a friend of

mine. I never met either of them, but their books are
perpetual repositories of charm, wisdom, laughter,
psychology, learning, pace, skill, delicious anecdote
and descriptive powers that simply bring the land-
scape from the writer’s prose to the reader’s eyes. In
despondency, a glance at a couple of their pages is
wonderfully exhilarating.
Both of them have wonderful gifts of self-mockery,

sometimes mock self-mockery, often genuine and con-
structive humility. And when a writer becomes so
much of a friend as these two have for me, I grind a
tooth or two (as Wodehouse would say) in their
defence (or, defense). If Obama is to be called Uncle
Tom by an acid Australian, then Mr Pilger is open to
be baptised Waltzing Matilda, all the more since it
recalls Hilaire Belloc’s Cautionary Verses:

Matilda told such Dreadful Lies,
It made one Gasp and Stretch one’s Eyes,
Her Aunt, who, from her Earliest Youth,
Had kept a Strict Regard for Truth,
Attempted to Believe Matilda:
The effort very nearly killed her …

We are told (probably by the New Statesman) that the
readers of the New Statesman are to a reader unques-
tioning supporters of Mr Pilger. But there seems some
relevance in Matilida’s aunt who saw her house satu-
rated with water when Matilda called the fire brigade
for a non-existent fire and days later a real fire broke
out but Matilda’s cries went unheeded by the public
(or readership).

For every time She shouted “Fire!”
They only answered “Little Liar!”
And therefore when her Aunt returned,
Matilda, and the House, were Burned.
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And, “for old times sake”, one would like to see the
New Statesman able to celebrate its centenary in 2013
and remember the great ones who once wrote for it.
Our evidence on Obama is, above all, his own writ-

ing, and

my style of communication, which can be
rambling, hesitant, and overly verbose (both my
staff and Michelle often remind me of this), but
which perhaps finds sympathy in the literary
class.

The thing is that they are his, in which a cool, judi-
cious, almost objective human being surveys his life
and world from quite an extraordinary detachment.
Naturally Mr Pilger will look up from the book, if he
ever opens it, to see Ghost-writers in the Sky, but this
is impossible. Obama’s first book, the more autobio-
graphical Dreams from My Father (1995) was written
when he could neither have afforded nor needed a
ghost-writer. He was already a writer – he was the first
black president of the Harvard Law Review – and he
alone could tell the story he had to tell with exactly
the gradation of wit, irony, self-deprecation, visualisa-
tion, clarity and love which give the book its excep-
tional stature, its genius for affectionate recollections
which bring his relatives so vividly alive and make
them so much part of his reader’s worlds. The
Audacity of Hope is the same unmistakeable (and by
now, dearly loved) hand. Amongst other distinctions,
it has the master chess player’s ability to anticipate
enemy moves, including Matilida’s. Obama, for
instance, liked town meetings in his state:

And sometimes someone will grab my hand and
tell me that they have great hopes for me, but that
they are worried that Washington is going to
change me and I will end up just like all the rest of
the people in power.
Please stay who you are, they will say to me.
Please don’t disappoint us.
… most of my colleagues, Republican and

Democrat, enter the Senate, their mistakes
trumpeted, their words distorted, and their
motives questioned. They are baptized in that
fire; it haunts them each and every time they cast
a vote, each and every time they issue a press
release or make a statement, the fear of losing not
just a political race, but of losing favor in the eyes
of those who sent them to Washington – all those
people who have said to them at one time or
another: We have great hopes for you. Please
don’t disappoint us.

Matilda may be a liar, but Obama’s words would even
give some validity to Matilda, if Matilda had not
stacked the cards of his own argument so that Obama,
being all politicians, must betray all constituencies.
Obama is saying he should not be taken as exception-
al, but his doing so is exceptional. His insistence that

in some respect every politician will disappoint some
of his/her finest followers may seem to accord with
Matilda’s insistence that Obama will disappoint his,
but what destroys Matilda is Obama’s grief at some
inevitable betrayal. By rights, Matilda’s rights, Obama
ought to abandon his disappointed followers with a
stifled snigger. By rights, human rights, Obama’s
achievement is to remain one of the people he repre-
sents, all the more when he cannot simply mirror
them.

These books are the best answer we have to what
sort of President Obama will be, and they intend

self-revelation lacking in previous pre-Presidential
scribes. Theodore Roosevelt and John Kennedy wrote
their early books on higher decibel-levels than
Obama, partly because they wanted their readers to
look at the roles they were playing, and away from
their real, much more calculating, selves. Obama is an
educator: Matilda contrasts him with Julius Nyerere
of Tanzania. In truth they resemble one another in
their passion for educating their people above all else.
In Obama’s reading, the USA has just undergone eight
years of extreme Right-wing government with effects
vital to rectify, but hard to uproot. He has to rebuild
his country and world on saner lines. But we – and
even Matilda – however indifferent to other authors –
have further evidence. Obama must be the most rep-
resentative person in the world, having won with a
larger electorate wooed incessantly over a longer time
than any human on the planet. He also has family
knowledge of more of the world than any of his pre-
decessors. He must be financially the poorest candi-
date for the Presidency from a major party than
anyone since General Ulysses Grant.
Matilda finds further evidence of Obama’s current

depravity and future disasters in that “His fans include
the war criminal Tony Blair”, a charge the New
Statesman has obligingly restressed in big letters (is it
trying to steal readers from the Sun?). Blair is a war
criminal, certainly: to go to war on evidence known to
be inadequate and without legal assurance he had
sought from the UN was criminal. That Blair is jackal
to any US President is self-evident, to make it account
against Obama is as justifiable as it would be to
denounce me for reading Matilda. The “Special
Relationship” is in any case doornail-dead. Obama
may ignore the UK’s having tortured his African
grandfather, but not its self-prostitution to Bush. The
Audacity of Hope derides the alleged multilateralism
in which “we round up the United Kingdom and
Togo, and then we do what we please.”
But Obama’s frankness as man and urgency as

teacher offers a special relationship to all of us, indi-
vidually. We can take his hand. Or we may choose to
waltz with Matilda.

� Owen Dudley Edwards is an Honorary Fellow in
History, University of Edinburgh, where he taught
American history from 1968.
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BOOK REVIEWS

AFTER
THE GLOBAL

“Global Imaginary” is a
title that conjures up the
totalising and over-

weening, even more so in the pre-
sent moment of crisis.
Over-exposure to “globalisation”
has become a feature of our age: it
comes with the cornflakes, follows
through until the bed-time head-
lines, and haunts the dreams that
come later. But don’t worry.
Steger’s sober and thorough
examination lies at the other
extreme from apocalypse, revela-
tory vertigo and love-storms. He
does take globality as his primary
point of reference, but the book is
mainly de-construction of a sober-
ing and relentless sort: a critique
of the Zeitgeist, rather than one
more manifestation. Actually the
title is rather misleading: the ques-
tioning and straightening-out of
the global imaginary would have
been better. The author takes us
on a journey across ideologies,
from the French Revolution down
to the foundering of Neo-liberal-
ism. One heedless pseudo-faith
after another is wryly described,
with the aim of leading readers
away from them. On the contrary,
he suggests, a cautious democratic
learning process is the only long-
term answer. What rising globality
demands is a lot more imagination
than homo sapiens seems at pre-

sent to possess – and probably of a
kind we can hope only to make
way for.
Ideologies are produced by ide-

ologists – “intellectuals” conscious
of ideas as theirs, and convinced
they should become ours. There is
of course an anthropological histo-
ry to this, rooted in all earlier
social formations, and linked to
apprehension of extra-kinship

ideas as in some way sacred or
obligatory. However, the sacred is
also the practical, and Steger
focuses on more recent manifesta-
tions. He begins with the explicit
formulation of “idéologie” offered
by Count Antoine Destutt de Tracy
in the course of the French
Revolution. The point then was a
“science of ideas” intended to
replace religion, and provide the
secure foundations of “a cohesive
republican nation”. We’re still at it,
naturally, even if the faith-addicted
are fighting back with a vengeance.
Ideologies become more promi-
nent at times when the once-solid
melts disconcertingly into air: as
ageing helmsmen are found
unconscious beneath tavern tables,
perfectly visible reefs show up
ahead.

“INEVITABILITY” OF SOCIALISM
We are shown how Napoleon
Buonaparte dealt firmly with the
first round of idéologie: the globe
had to learn French, and adopt the
logic of that Enlightened culture.
Then 1815 set everything back,
and allowed a new corps of
would-be helmsmen to try again.
This brought 1848 and – along-
side nationalism and more impe-
rio-globalisms – what was to be
the endlessly-gnawed bone of
another century: Marxism, with

The Rise of the Global Imaginary:
Political Ideologies from the French
Revolution to the Global War on
Terror
by Manfred B. Steger
(Oxford University Press, 2008)
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Tom Nairn is impressed by a book that examines the rise and
fall of ideologies since the French Revolution and our
continuing relationship with them.
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its lecture-hall attire, “historical
materialism”. Steger points out
that “the co-founders of scientific
socialism never considered their
own theory to be ideological”,
merely a revelation of facts and
consequences (p.42). “Imaginary”
no longer, the bourgeois globality
had to be accepted and enacted, as
prelude to something other and
better – the socialism inevitably
inscribed in its own nature. This
drama won out in the “Grand
Ideological” contests he outlines
in Chapter 2. As “-isms” took
over, the ball bounced from one to
another, guided by what he calls
“the pivotal role of social elites as
codifiers of ideational systems that
mobilise large segments of the
population behind a political
vision” (p.49).
Thus did “intellectuals” assume

their 20th century function, first
and most ably described in
Gramsci’s Quaderni del Carcere:
those Prison Notebooks contain-
ing most of the DNA in all subse-
quent disputes around the subject.
After 1917 the co-founder imagi-
nary was translated into
“Leninism”: “a simplistic version
… became the dogmatic (secular)
orthodoxy for all citizens between
the Elbe and the China Seas”, as
Eric Hobsbawm puts it in The Age
of Extremes (1994). How could
such a prime competitor in the
Global Imaginary race disappear
overnight? Because “Communism
was not based on mass conversion,
but remained a faith of cadres or
(in Lenin’s terms) ‘vanguards’ …
all ruling communist parties were,
by choice and definition, minority
elites.” (p.496) They were codi-
fiers, “clerics”, standing in for the
congregated populations them-
selves.
The substance of this diagnosis

was shown by what came next, in
the ideological great game.
Liberation from one orthodoxy
was succeeded by imprisonment in
the other: that is, the “counter-
Leninism” of Free Trade eco-
nomics. Ideology abhors a
vacuum: this ought to have been
one of the principal rules of Count
Tracy’s science of ideas. As opinion

was mobilised from the Right,
along lines projected by fellow-
Austrian Friedrich von Hayek,
inevitabilism informed the transi-
tion as a matter of course.
“Inevitable” and “inexorable” are
the top hats at every ideological
wedding, or civil ceremony. It was
not enough to revoke the dissi-
dence of the sixties: the latter had
to be replaced. Hence it came to be
assumed, mistakenly, that “capital-
ism” was essentially of the Right:
in effect, a historical materialism
of the Right supplanted that of the
Left, to be projected as the truly
global mentality. In Gramsci’s
terms, a “passive revolution” had
been pushed through, and “Neo-
Liberalism” was emblazoned on
the universal horizon by another
troupe of codifiers, columnists,
political megaphones, academics,
cut-price visionaries and saloon-
bar pundits. These Neo-intellectu-
als of the eighties and nineties
were rewarded with inebriate
hegemony after the demolition of
the Berlin Wall. Conversion of the
former Eastern intelligentsias to a
surrogate faith proved straightfor-
ward: one content replaced anoth-
er, but within the same form of a
no-alternative orthodoxy. Fuelled
by North Atlantic economic
power, this demolished the short-
cut developmental route that had
been prospected as Socialism in the
“Second World” and parts of the
Third.

COMMUNISM’S REVENGE
The short-cut turned into a dead-
end. And yet, the triumphalists’
orgy was itself to be short-lived. In
Extremes Hobsbawm had won-
dered what might become of a
capitalism “alone in the world for
the first time”, and deprived of
older societal formations to infil-
trate and exploit. Count De Tracy
had imagined republicanism step-
ping forward with new kinds of
cohesion, or democratic commu-
nity. But the globalising imaginary
had a much more difficult task
before it, as Steger says, since the
initial North Atlantic matrix was
weighed down by anachronisms
like the US and Westminster con-

stitution, as well as by the fossils of
républicanisme. Then other global
regions veered over to the authori-
tarianism of China, and Putin’s
Russian federation: Communism’s
ultra-capitalist revenge from
beyond its makeshift grave. The
drunks had forgotten all about
another, deeper element in the
Marxian inheritance – the concep-
tion of all known forms of civilisa-
tion as carrying “contradictions”
within themselves, which most
states and intellectuals either
ignored or (more to the point) felt
compelled to stifle by “ideologi-
cal” means. Capitalism’s alter ego
“Socialism” had indeed been a
striking example; but how likely
was it that capitalism itself would
remain the exception?

“WAR ON TERROR”
Even as proletarian class-cum-
internationalism was irreverently
dumped in the bin, the revellers
felt some odd, cold eddies at the
gate, like ghosts from the future:
transient revenants or nostalgic
reminders? Preposterous regimes
of resurrection and bombast arose,
like George W Bush’s Neo-conser-
vatism and Tony Blair’s New
Labourism. In fact, these did little
but foster a rising storm rooted in
the very circumstances of the hege-
mony earlier obtained. Alone in
the globe, capitalism could only
manifest and disguise itself by
what Umberto Eco has described
as “putting the clock back” – a
mixture of “media populism”,
warfare and aggravated privatisa-
tion. Deprived of system-foes, its
new-old political elites were com-
pelled to invent one: the “War on
Terror”. At the same time, tradi-
tional religious beliefs enjoyed a
return to life. Steger rightly under-
lines this as a key question: “Are
we witnessing a reversal of the
powerful secularization dynamic
that served two centuries as the
midwife of ideology? If so, does
the rising global imaginary create
more favorable conditions for the
mixing of political and religious
belief systems?” (p.243)
Earlier, it was often argued that

nationalism represented a kind of

How likely
was it that
capitalism
itself would
remain the
exception?
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“earthing” of older religious faith
– transcendent Nations took over
from totems and deities, as the
imagined bearers of societal cohe-
sion and continuity. They became
the vectors of an extra-kinship sol-
idarity, the sources of a broader
meaning for which it was felt pos-
sible to live and die. But if that
source was now shrinking or
drying up, as Neo-liberal enthusi-
asts invariably declared, then what
could it be replaced by? Left-wing
historical materialists had their
answer in terms of social class and
an ostentatious “internationalism”
capable of reconciling human
diversity and the Babel of cultures.
Did capitalist development alone
offer anything remotely compara-
ble to this – a humanism beyond
competition and the indifferent
play of market forces?
Steger again and again denies

that globalisation merely spells the
denial or exit of nationality-poli-
tics. But he concedes that with the
rise of the global imaginary… “the
national and its political transla-
tions have become destabilized”
(p.245). Hence any successor ide-
ology has to imagine its way for-
ward, out of this, a process that
can’t avoid creating favourable
conditions for religious revival,
with “ideological religions” giving
secularity a run for its money. In
the nationalist era, that “-ism”
itself always held the seeds of a
more universal future. A quotation
from Frantz Fanon’s Les damnés
de la terre in Chapter 4 makes the
point strongly: “The building of
the nation is of necessity accompa-
nied by the discovery and encour-
agement of universalizing
values … It is at the heart of
national consciousness that inter-
national consciousness lives and
grows” (p.149). The same theme
consistently informed Gandhi’s
nationalism, which Steger has also
studied closely. In all these cases
the affirmation of a particular
border enables wider horizons, as
well as mobilising active solidarity
on one side of it. But how can this
function where all borders become
lowered or redundant, and no
other society or culture stands up

as the object of refusal or counter-
definition?

OTHER-WORLDISM
It is such “de-stabilization” that
invites retreat to the most tradi-
tional forms of other-worldism.
Only a Godly “nation” in the skies
can provide a kind of global
answer. But the solution is nul,
since celestial alternatives are by
definition timeless (out-of-date),
numerous, querulous, and rooted
in what Gramsci diagnosed as tra-
ditional clerical intelligentsias.
Anything approaching Stability (or
“maturity” in Steger’s terms)
needs something stronger: the
conception and diffusion of a this-
worldly spirituality rooted in
whatever national and internation-
al consciousness that is already
lived and grown. The author per-
ceives some parts of this in recent
movements for global justice. In
Chapter 5 he traces them back to
the nineteen-sixties, and maintains
they have become more than
simply a “backlash” (pp.211–12).
May they not develop farther, in
the direction of an “imaginary” on
the level of the times – a more per-
suasive riposte to the decades of
Neo-liberal and “flat earth” hege-
mony?

DEMOCRATIC AND EGALITARIAN
However, he is cautious about
such predictions. In his previous
Very Short Introduction to
Globalization (Oxford, 2003), he
ended by noting how, post 9/11,
“Humanity has reached yet anoth-
er critical juncture. Lest we are
willing to let global inequality
climb to levels that ensure recruits
for the violent forces of particular-
ist protectionism, we must link the
future course of globalization to a
profoundly reformist agenda.”
Only thus can the eventual emer-
gence of a “democratic and egali-
tarian global order” be imagined.
Global Imaginary is a solid contin-
uation of both argument and
cause, exhibiting the same realism,
scholarly care and scruple to avoid
the flights, exaggerations and
pious dreams that have become
too common in the area. Steger

dissipates, balances and doubts
much more than he evokes and
endorses: the heart that shows so
clearly between the lines is
strengthened rather than lost by an
approach too many may dismiss as
academic or punctilious.
And as it happens, his book is

encountering still another “critical
juncture”, the high-financial crisis
of 2008–09. The costs of capital-
ism’s pyrrhic Cold War victory
continue to accumulate, and
underline the need for alternatives
and new departures. The mount-
ing scale of such “contradictions”
may suggest that “imaginary” is no
longer quite the right term. Like
Benedict Anderson before him,
Steger naturally insists that imagi-
nation doesn’t mean fancy, dream
or mere conjecture. However, it
may also be relevant to point out
that he’s really discussing
“Mindsight”, in Colin McGinn’s
sense (Harvard 2004). The latter’s
book of this title “tries to give
imagination the recognition it
deserves”, as “a ubiquitous and
central feature of mental life”,
societally as well as individually.
“It plays a constitutive role in
memory, perception (seeing-as),
dreaming, believing, meaning – as
well as high-level creativity. We use
our imaginative faculty all the
time” (ibid p.163). The rise of a
different mindsight is not an ideo-
logical phenomenon, but a long-
drawn-out mass transformation
certain to find different expres-
sions on various levels, including
false trails and premature conclu-
sions. It will be a matrix of later
ideological initiatives, rather than
an ideology by itself. Upon this dif-
ficult and elusive terrain, Steger’s
Global Imaginary is easily the best
guide so far.

� Tom Nairn is a prolific writer,
probably best known for The
Break-up of Britain, which was
first published in 1977, a third edi-
tion appearing in 2003. He is
Professor of Nationalism and
Cultural Diversity at the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology
and is also Visiting Professor at the
University of Strathclyde.
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THE WAROF THEWORLD-VIEWS

The main focus of this book is
the massive bloodlettings and
cruelties of (mainly) the first

half of the twentieth century, with
central focus on the years 1914–
53. It was written to accompany a
television series – and it shows.
Such a background is not necessar-
ily a disadvantage in all respects –
for it may be related to the
volume’s undoubted readability,
which is one of its merits, such as
they are.
The other merits may be briefly

noted. Ferguson’s accounts of the
horrors he highlights are vivid and
affecting. On some controversial
issues discussed here, despite his
ideological position, which is at
the far right end of respectable
conservatism, he is balanced in his
weighing up. Instances of this are
the aeriel bombardment of
German civilian targets during
World War II, and the Cuban mis-
sile crisis of 1962 – but not in rela-
tion to Hiroshima, where the fact
that the Japanese government was
trying to surrender at the time is
omitted. At times there are shrewd
insights, such as his remark about
British Establishment Nazi sympa-
thisers being motivated by some-
thing lower than self-interest, or
when he points out that a signifi-
cant advantage of the British gov-
ernment in World War II was that
key decisions were arrived at col-
lectively – if Churchill had pos-
sessed Hitler’s untrammelled
authority it would have proved
militarily disastrous. Most signifi-
cantly, he does not share the view
of some of his fellow-thinkers that
it would have been a good idea to
make a deal with the Axis in the
hope of preserving the British
Empire. He concedes, if reluctant-

ly, that the eventual alliance with
the Soviet Union was the least bad
option in the circumstances.

DREADFUL MESS
Overall however the text of The
War of the World is a dreadful
mess. We have space to deal with
only the most significant aspects
and errors. For a start it is disabled
as a useable source, for there are
no references, making its claims
uncheckable. Ferguson writes that
in manuscript the book had
around 2000 endnotes and that a
full list of references would appear
on his website, but my diligent
search has failed to uncover them,
so clearly they are not easily avail-
able.
The opening paragraphs employ

the silly conceit of invoking HG
Wells’s War of the Worlds (hence
the title of this history) – adopted
no doubt for the sake of the televi-
sion presentation – as a prescient
pointer for what was to happen on
a global scale after 1914 and, fol-
lowing this unpromising start, the
Introduction goes on to some
unconvincing biological and socio-
biological speculation before
addressing the main theme.
Unlike Robert Service’s vituper-

ative history of the communist
movement Comrades, this volume
is not stuffed brimful with factual
errors, though there are a fair
number, some of them significant
ones, such as that the Soviet gov-
ernment was executing dissident
Bolsheviks between 1917 and
1920. Minor examples include
describing Marx as a Jewish apos-
tate (he was brought up as a
Christian, his father having previ-
ously converted) or his reference
to “Adolf Schicklgruber”, a name

never used at any time in Hitler’s
life. Bormann is said to have com-
mitted suicide. The most serious is
the repeated assertion that Hitler
was “democratically elected” – it
even reappears in his closing para-
graph, in that instance without the
qualifiers such as “more or less”
used on previous occasions. This
particular falsehood is even less
true than any notion that George
W Bush was democratically elect-
ed in 2000. In reality Hitler was, in
Alan Bullock’s phrase, “jobbed
into power by backstairs intrigue”
(the account is updated in Ian
Kershaw’s incomparable biogra-
phy); his party vote, even with
potential allies counted in, never
came near to fifty percent and was
declining at the time of his
appointment as Reich Chancellor.

ASPERSION ON DEMOCRACY
Not that Ferguson wants to excuse
Hitler in any sense, rather his pur-
pose is to cast an aspersion on
democracy, of which he is no great
fan. Moreover he does his best to
acquit the conservative German
elites of their responsibility for
putting the tyrant in power
(p.240). His assertion. that com-
munism was nowhere popular in
occupied Europe (p.586) is wholly
fallacious (and contradicted some
pages later) – it was very popular
in France, Italy, Czechoslovakia,
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Greece;
indeed in the (entirely open) post-
war Czech election the
Communist Party would have won
an overwhelming majority if the
British electoral system had been
in use.
For a history of the great 20th

century conflict a most striking
feature is the remarkable omis-

The War of the
World: History’s
Age of Hatred
by Niall Ferguson
(Penguin, 2007)

Does a history of the killings and atrocities of the first half of
the twentieth century, but which neglects the economic
imperatives, really convince? Willie Thompson thinks not.
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sions of central aspects of that ide-
ological and material struggle. The
Communist International, unbe-
lievably, receives only a passing
mention without even so much as
a footnote to explain what it was;
the post-1945 Cominform is treat-
ed similarly. No less startlingly, a
crucial episode in superpower
antagonism, Truman’s declaration
of Cold War with his speech in
March 1947, promising to con-
front communism everywhere and
by any means, is never mentioned.

REGRET AT LOSS OF EMPIRE
Ferguson has a liking for empires –
provided they are British or
American. He is well know in
other writings for urging the US
state to recognise that it is an
empire and act like one (one is
reminded of George III’s mother’s
injunction to her son: “George, be
a king!”), and although he does
cite atrocities committed by US
and occasionally British troops, he
does not bother to conceal his
regret at the loss of the British
Empire and in his text generally
sanitises it. Consequently one of
the worst blots on the British war
record, the Bengal famine of 1943,
is severely distorted. Ferguson
contrives to give the impression
that this was a natural disaster,
even if exacerbated by incompe-
tence, but it was not. Food short-
age due to climatic conditions was
turned into famine by the deliber-
ate removal of rice supplies in case
the advancing Japanese should
acquire them, and the Indians’
vital fishing craft were destroyed
for the same reason. It was a fairly
close parallel to the famine Stalin
created in the Ukraine in the thir-
ties.
Ferguson’s original home was

Kenya. He alludes to the African
revolt there in the early fifties and
merely comments that the British
government could either “cut and
run” of “hang on and fight”
(p.610). No mention, predictably,
that in crushing the rebels the
colonial authorities created a con-
centration camp system in which
arbitrary murder, starvation and
mutilation of prisoners were all

routine, far exceeding the horrors
of the gulag in their deliberate
sadism.

ECONOMIC IMPERATIVES
NEGLECTED
Empire plays a central role in the
analysis as well as in the narrative.
Ferguson uses it as an explanatory
concept without really offering
any analysis of what modern
empires were actually about – the
nearest he gets is in his discussion
of the interwar Japanese imperial
drive in China. Although there are
some passages of uncontentious
economic analysis in relation to
specific developments (Ferguson
began his career as an economic
historian) the book wholly fails to
convey any sense of the global eco-
nomic imperatives at work during
the period under discussion.
Although the material motives
leading twentieth century commu-
nities to slaughter and/or persecute
one another are not wholly
neglected – they could scarcely be
– Ferguson attributes far more
importance to spontaneous ethnic
hatreds (although he notes that
human populations are genetically
identical in all but the most super-
ficial and behaviourally irrelevant
aspects). Wars, in his interpreta-
tion, have only marginal connec-
tion with economic developments
Instead, these murderous ethnic

antagonisms, he proposes, are
likely to reach their highest level of
toxicity around the borders of
declining empires. Although he
does not actually say as much, the
reader certainly gets the impression
that the world would have been a
happier place if not only the British
Empire, but other traditional ones
such as the Habsburg, the Ottoman
and the Hohenzollern had been
preserved, though recognising that
such an outcome was not on the
historical cards.
Ferguson acknowledges that the

Western alliance fought a “dirty
war” in its contest with the Soviet
bloc after 1945 and, again without
making this explicit, gives us to
understand that these methods
were appropriate if nothing else
would do. No real analysis is

attempted of why communism
should have been attractive in the
Third World – or indeed anywhere
else. He takes it for granted that
Stalin’s regime was expansionist,
without any reference to the argu-
ments around this issue or consid-
eration of the contrary evidence.
His account of the Russian
Revolution, like that of the early
Cold War, is a grotesque carica-
ture, and these are not the only
instances.
Ferguson, who has achieved

high academic status as professor
of history at Harvard University
and fellowships at prestigious
institutions in Britain and the US
belongs to a school of aggressively
right-wing historians which has
emerged over the past three
decades. He also writes extensive-
ly for the press, where his right-
wing views are expounded more
crudely than in this volume. The
book was written of course just
before globalised capitalism
revealed its true direction from
mid-2007 onwards. He does not
in his epilogue consider the possi-
bility of such a dénouement, but
does note that “economic volatili-
ty” prefigures political trouble –
“especially in the context of the
new kind of welfare state … with
its high levels of redistributive give
and take” (pp.648–9). Evidently in
this perspective it would be better
if redistribution was only minimal
so that the mass expectations
would likewise be kept as low as
possible. This is history from the
vantage point of the rulers and it is
the world-view of the Anglo-
American ones which Ferguson
endorses.

� Willie Thompson grew up in
Shetland, attended Aberdeen and
Strathclyde universities and lived
in Glasgow from 1962 to 2001. He
taught history at Glasgow
Caledonian University and its pre-
decessors 1971–2001, finally as
professor of contemporary history.
He joined the Communist Party in
1962 and remained a  member
until disbandment. He currently
lives in Sunderland, and is a
member of the Green Party.
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In which The Hat doesn’t get a
mention in the new year’s
honours list …

DIARY

Only very rarely are political
or economic elites,
Oxbridge or otherwise,

eager to advertise their moral or
intellectual short-comings. And
when the onus for the ghastly
hetacombs of Iraq and the
ruination of the nation’s economy
may be fairly laid at their door
they are even more reticent. The
Hat has resolved to set an
example to the “best and
brightest” by owning up to his
part in the down fall of HBOS.
In late 2007, after surveying his

financial empire, and driven to
distraction by the bank’s felonious
charges regime, the Hat decided
to commence divorce proceedings
and to marry his fortunes to the
Nationwide mutual instead.
Within a year of his solo run on
the bank, HBOS entered its
Gotterdammerung. This equating
of the Hat’s market manipulations
with hedge-fund short-sellers and
such Masters of the Universe as
George Soros may suggest to
readers a certain chutzpah on the
part of your diarist and even
occasion unease at the Hat’s
uncertain grasp of elementary
principles of cause and effect. But
he finds support in the chaos or
butterfly wings pseudo-theory of
causation. Some might say, “Aye.
Right. And winds are caused by
trees moving their branches.”

Margo MacDonald has
adorned the Scottish political

scene for a generation. She has
done so with a wit and
intelligence that has earned the
respect and admiration of friend
and foe alike.In 1996 Margo was
diagnosed as suffering from
Parkinson’s disease. Last year
Margo fronted a BBC television

programme in which she made
the case for assisted suicide and
dying with dignity. The present
state of the law remains the major
impediment to such a rescue from
indefinite suffering – unless you
are one of the favoured few, or so
it might seem. The Hat proffers a
well-documented episode from
recent British history, without
comment, leaving it to readers to
judge its relevance to the topic in
hand and draw their own
conclusions.
It is early 1936 and King

George V is clearly dying and
comatose. The historian Piers
Brendon takes up the story. The
royal physician, Lord Dawson of
Penn, “… injected a lethal dose of
morphine and cocaine into the
King’s jugular vein. This was done
with the royal family’s approval,
to ease the King’s suffering and to
ensure that his death was reported
with suitable dignity in the
morning papers, notably the
Times, rather than in “the less
appropriate evening journals.’’
(The Dark Valley, Piers Brendon,
Pimlico, 2001.)

It is not unknown for left-wingindividuals to take their place in
Britain’s officially ordained
hierarchy by accepting a gong in
one of the honours lists, though
they often seem to feel the need to
justify this by citing a mother’s
pleasure or the compliment to
their social class. The life-long
communist and marxist historian,
Eric Hobsbawm said “yes” to the
bestowal of a Companion of
Honour as did the late Harold
Pinter. Bobby Somerville, the
hugely-respected communist
convenor of shop-stewards at
Rolls Royce, East Kilbride, who

led the succesful blacking
of engines intended for
Pinochet’s Chile, accepted
an OBE (Motto: For God

and Empire). One could add
to the list. The Hat will refrain
from facile judgements until such
time as he is himself tempted by
the prospect of such official
distinction. But he has to confess
to a certain lightness to his step on
learning that one of our national
treasures, Alan Bennett, must be
counted among the refuseniks
(twice!). Now we must add to the
list writer and artist Alasdair Gray.
The Glasgow Herald (17/01/09)
reports that earlier this year he
declined a knighthood, “in line
with his republican, nationalist
and socialist views.”
He remains our Alasdair, not

theirs.

Some thirty years have elapsed
since Ronald Reagan intoned

the last rites over the intellectual
corpse of John Maynard Keynes.
To borrow from the great labour
anthem, Joe Hill, “I never died,
said he.” The great man’s ideas
are back in vogue or at least the
invocation of his name is. The Hat
harbours doubts as to the
feasibility of mechanically
applying theories from a by-gone
social-democratic era in the hope
of reversing the neo-liberal tide,
but is pleased to retail the
following story to illustrate the
great man’s disarming candour as
a possible antidote to the anal-
retentive Gordon Brown, of the
wintry smile.
In response to an interlocutor’s

accusations of intellectual
inconsistency, Keynes replied,
“When I discover I’m wrong I
change my mind. Ehm, what do
you do?”

In Memoriam: Andy Anderson:
citizen of the people’s republic

of Leith; socialist, dock-worker,
amateur wrestler, precocious
environmentalist, master of
deflating humour. Loved and
respected by all who knew him.
And so to bed.

The Hat

Lord Dawson
of Penn
“… injected
a lethal dose
of morphine
and cocaine
into the
King’s
jugular vein.
This was
done with
the royal
family’s
approval …”
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